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300,000+ Copies Sold!Note-After 8 years of extra research >New book available- (Vit D3
part2)"The Miraculous Cure for and Prevention of All Diseases-What Doctors Never Learned".
2019Book description:144+ Pages of Fact-Packed Science Based Information-But FUN to read-
Upon realizing that taking 4,000 IU of Vitamin D3 a day was not enough for me, I embarked on a
"dangerous" experiment that directly contradicted everything MD's had told me for years:”
DON'T TAKE TOO MUCH VITAMIN D IT IS DANGEROUS!”I started taking 20,000 IU a day-50X
times the recommended dose of 400 IU a day.After about 4 months upped the dose to 50,000 IU
a day or 150X the old recommended “safe” dose I then boosted it to 100,000 IU a day or 300 x
TIMES the old maximum safe dose!What happened over these last 10 months? Did I die? get
sick? No! Just the opposite!!High dose Vitamin D3 therapy over the last year-CURED ALL MY
CHRONIC CONDITIONS-SOME THAT I'D HAD FOR 20+ YEARS!1.A painful snapping hip
syndrome which I had been suffering from for 23 years and no Dr could help me-It is now 100%
gone. No pain and NO SNAPPING!!2.Yellow fungus infected toenails - I tried everything over 20
years and nothing worked-10 months of high dose Vitamin D3 and they are clear as a bell! 100%
cured.3.A knobby bone spur on my elbow that made me look like Popeye the sailor man-It has
now 100% dissolved and my elbow is back to the way it used to be 20 years ago.4.Painful ,
clicking, popping, stiff Arthritic shoulders that prevented me from even throwing a ball from home
plate past the infield. A condition I’ve had for 15 years. Gone. No more popping snapping or
clicking and I can throw the ball twice as far .5.A ganglion cyst that persisted on my wrist for over
5 years has shrunk from the size of half a golf ball to the size of a pea and now it is rock
hard ,painless, and shrinking.6.A small subcutaneous cyst on my face that had not gone away
for 20 years –now gone!7.AND-Without even trying my weight has dropped by 25 pounds from
204 to 179.This book tells you detailed results of my experiment, dangers to avoid, and also
discusses a simple and elegant new theory that suggests how High Dose Vitamin D3 therapy
Should help PREVENT/CURE all the epidemics of disease and health issues that have been
plaguing us since the 1980’s when Doctors started warning us to stay out of the sun and always
use sunscreen. This has created the huge epidemics we see today of Obesity, Autism, Asthma,
and many others!The theory is simple-Vitamin D3 is a hormone that your skin makes when you
sit in the sun, it is not a vitamin it was just mislabeled when it was discovered. When your Vitamin
D3 levels are low, your body gets you to prepare for winter by overeating, slowing you down to
conserve energy, and even making you depressed to keep you housebound. Interestingly it is
this same drop in Vitamin D3 levels that signals a bear to start hibernating!If your body expects
famine-like conditions caused by winter to be likely- it will conserve your critical resources for the
future. This leads to what I call the Incomplete Repair Syndrome which in turn causes most of
the diseases humans face other than spontaneous gene mutations that cause syndromes and
diseases caused exclusively by aging. High D3 can be used to prevent or treat a huge number of
diseases MS, asthma, 17 kinds of cancer, lupus, arthritis, heart disease, obesity, depression,



Parkinsons+many more...This IS the better mousetrap! Most MD's get just a basic 4 years in
Med School, then work to earn not learn. I've researched diseases and aging for 20+ years, with
a 10 year stint where I spent 12 hrs/day everyday in the Northwestern Med School's library just
reviewing clinical and scientific studies! .I've had 3 major papers published; the journal has 5
Nobel Prizes between the editors. And described my papers as extremely exciting and of major
importance

About the AuthorVianna Stibal is an artist, writer, teacher, and intuitive reader. Based in Idaho
Falls, she is committed to spreading her healing paradigm throughout the world and has trained
teachers and practitioners working in more than 25 countries. Vianna conducts seminars
worldwide to teach people of all races, beliefs and religions about ThetaHealing.
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THE MIRACULOUS RESULTS OFEXTREMELY HIGH DOSES OFTHE SUNSHINE HORMONE
VITAMIN D3MY EXPERIMENT WITH HUGE DOSES OF D3FROM 25,000 to 50,000 to 100,000
IU A DayOVER A 1 YEAR PERIODJeff T. BowlesThis Book is Owned and Published byJeff T.
Bowles Publishing LLC,All rights reserved.Table of ContentsForeword1. The Whole Book in a
Nut Shell2. Hibernation3. The Human Hibernation Syndrome4. The History of Vitamin D35.
Vitamin D toxicity Redefined: Vitamin K and the Molecular Mechanism.6. Megadosing7. Aging
and Vitamin D38. An Alternative / Logical Explanation of Aging9. The Dangers of Vitamin D3-
Deficiency10. I Believe Anyone Can Find A Cure For Any Disease in 30 Days or Less!11. The
Best Blood-Testing Option12. Testing your Vitamin D3-levels yourself13. Why Sunshine is not
Quite Enough14. How to Determine the Right Dose15. Vitamin D3 Deficiency and Cancer16.
New addition to the Human Hibernation Syndrome Theory17. Differences between Vitamin K1
and Vitamin K218. Obesity19. Different qualities of Vitamin K220. Longevity and Vitamin
D321. Endnotes22. TestimonialsForewordI sit down to write this e-book; and as I sit, I realize it
will be so easy to write, there will be no writer’s block, in fact I expect to have the whole book
written in maybe just 4 days!Why? Because I am so excited to tell you what I have found out over
the last year with my so-called (if you listen to doctors) “dangerous experiment”, that I can’t wait
to get it all down!A Second ForewordYes. I did in fact write the first draft of this book in about 4
days. I started with some notes on my experiment which seemed more like material taken from a
diary than fodder for a book. I tried to mold these lab notes and diary entries into a book mixed
with other information like evolutionary theory and various interesting facts and insights. And I
kept updating the book with newer and sometimes more correct information than had been in it
before. So the book reads more like a diary of a journey into the unknown rather than a hyper-
edited reference guide. While some may find this a difficult style of writing to read, I believe it
offers the reader a better appreciation of what a self-experiment with high dose Vitamin D3 will
be like.1. The Whole Book in a Nut ShellLet me spill some of the really interesting
tidbits first right now before we get started, just to whet your appetite. After all my
experimentation and researching and thinking about Vitamin D3, I have stumbled upon a very
simple theory about D3 that is elegant in its simplicity.This simple theory can be created from
combining just a few simple facts and a little common sense. This simple theory just might be
able to explain the cause of, or how to prevent most of the diseases and health problems that
humans face (with the exception of aging-related diseases and syndromes from genetic
mutations). Everything else it seems, I have found, might just be preventable or curable by
careful, occasional super-high dose Vitamin D3 therapy.Okay, I will now describe the major
relevant facts and ideas regarding what I call The Human Hibernation Syndrome which is
caused by your body not getting enough sun and thus acting as if it is preparing for winter.Fact
1:Vitamin D3 is not a vitamin! It is actually a seco-steroid hormone that affects almost all the
cells in your body by altering the expression of your genes. Vitamin D3 receptors are found in all



the cells of your body.Fact 2:Vitamin D3 is the active hormone form of Vitamin D and people
used to generally get most of their Vitamin D3 from exposing their skin to the sun. The sun
activates an inactive form of Vitamin D which is actually very similar to and made from
cholesterol, and turns it into the functioning hormone. (There are a few other minor steps in the
kidneys and liver but we can ignore them for our purposes). Vitamin D2 and D1 are much less
active plant-derived forms of the hormone that you can get from your diet if you eat amongst
other things UV irradiated mushrooms. D1 and D2 are considered inferior synthetic, weak,
versions of the animal hormone D3. (There are a large number of hormones that are made from
cholesterol as the starting point. That’s why they call them steroids, and it includes hormones
such as, Vitamin D3, testosterone, estrogen, DHEA, progesterone, cortisol, etc. They are all very
similar looking except for a few tiny tweaks here and there).Fact 3:People generally make a lot
more Vitamin D3 with their skin in the summer sunny months than in the dark winter months.
Although D3 can be acquired from the diet and diet now might be the primary source of D3 for
many, most people used to get the majority of their D3 from sun exposure.Fact 4:Vitamin D3
deficiency is associated with a huge number of diseases and disorders. Let us focus just on
obesity, depression, arthritis, and susceptibility to the common cold for now.Now here is the
logic: In the spring and summer your body is exposed to lots of sun, and thus your Vitamin D3
levels are high and rising. Your body, from an evolutionary perspective believes that food is
abundant, days are long, and everything is good. So the sunshine hormone D3 tells your body
it’s okay to burn a lot of energy and get things done, because food and vitamin resources will be
available. Thus from D3 you get lots of energy; it keeps you active; keeps your hunger under
control, and keeps you healthy (as will be described shortly).When winter arrives in the northern
latitudes northern residents have a dramatic reduction in the production of D3-the sunshine
hormone signal. From an evolutionary perspective your body now expects a good chance of
famine conditions that often occur around winter when resources are scarce. (Just ask the
Donner party about winter famine! The pioneers began to starve to death in 1846 on a Nevada
mountain trail in a blizzard. They were reduced to cannibalism to survive, leaving just 48
survivors out of 87 in the original party!)Now, if you happened to be a northern bear, declining
and low D3 would be one of the signals to tell you to begin to get ready to hibernate. In fact in
black bears Vitamin D3 levels are at about 23 nmol/L in the summer (around 10 ng/mL which is
the scale we usually use) and decline to 8 nmol/L (or 3 ng/mL) during hibernation with the drop
in D3 being offset by a large increase in an inactive form of Vitamin D, which in the bear’s case is
a pseudo-Vitamin D2. A bear preparing for hibernation will begin to eat as much as possible to
put on as much weight as it can to get ready to wait out the winter. Female bears often increase
their weight from their lowest summer weight to hibernation weight by 70%. Many other
mammals hibernate including raccoons, skunks, woodchucks, chipmunks, hamsters,
hedgehogs, and bats. Most reptiles and amphibians hibernate as well as crocodiles and
alligators that go for months without eating when it is cold and darker. Apparently, hibernation is
a response that might have evolved in all animals or their evolutionary ancestors from time to



time. With this in mind, it is highly likely that we humans have some sort of ancient but semi-
suppressed hibernation mechanisms locked up in our DNA.Don’t forget to visit my new website>
JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case
StudiesSearch Engine2. HibernationIf you doubt that humans might have evolved
from a hibernating ancestor, you would also likely doubt that dogs evolved from a hibernating
canine-right? Well take a look at the Raccoon Dog-considered a primitive/ancient version of the
canine and this dog still exists today:An excerpt from the Wikipedia entry for “Raccoon
Dog”:Raccoon dogs are the only canids known to in winter. In early winter, they increase their
subcutaneous fat by 18–23% and their internal fat by 3–5%. Animals failing to reach these fat
levels usually do not survive the winter period. During their winter sleep, their metabolism
decreases by 25%. In areas such as Ussuriland and their introduced range, raccoon dogs only
hibernate during severe snowstorms. In December, their physical activity decreases once snow
depth reaches 15–20 cm, and will not vacate their burrows for more than 150–200 m. Their daily
activities increase during February when the females become receptive and when food is more
available.So we must ask is it possible that humans have a hibernation response somewhat
similar to other mammals where when we are affected by low levels of D3 (from low levels of
sunshine hitting our skin) that we crave carbohydrates, and put on lots of weight, and then we
get depressed so that we slow down and don’t waste so much precious energy? Can evolution
slow us down by allowing us to get sick with the common cold which is usually harmless (and to
which we are normally immune in the summer) but keeps us bedridden for a week or so in the
winter and thus further saves precious energy? Could evolution also want to slow us down by
giving us aches and pains from arthritis to keep us housebound and to keep us from using up
potentially scarce energy resources? I think the answer is YES! (Now an alternative idea to
aches and pains being used by evolution to slow us down is that evolution just does not repair us
completely while hibernating, but rather just enough to get by, to conserve potentially critical
resources for other possible future crises- Imagine that your body knows you are about to go
through a three month famine and you break your arm, will your body use all its calcium stores to
fix your arm, or fix your arm just enough to get by? What if you had a second or third break
during the famine months? Would there be any calcium left to fix those breaks if your body used
up all your calcium on your first broken bone?-this idea will be developed later).Fact 5:Obese
people, depressed people, and people with arthritis or general musculoskeletal pains have been
found to be overwhelmingly deficient in Vitamin D3!Fact 6:Experiments have been performed in
prison where 100% of the inmate population every winter would get the common flu. One
experiment where they gave everyone, in one cell block only, Vitamin D3 supplements, 100% of
the prisoners in Cell Block D3 were protected from getting the common cold!Fact 7:Since the
early 1980’s , when doctors started warning us about too much sun, obesity rates in adults
humans and many other diseases (including asthma and autism) have skyrocketed!Fact 8:It was
in the early 1980’s that doctors have been telling us to avoid the sun to prevent skin cancer and
to use lots of high-strength sun block anytime one went outside.Don’t forget to visit my new



website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3
1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine3. The Human Hibernation SyndromeSo the
bottom line simple theory developed from these facts is that if you don’t get enough Vitamin D3,
evolution expects a winter-long famine might come soon and tries to get you to hibernate until
the spring and summer sun returns. Thus if you never get back in the sun again after winter you
will suffer from a permanent case of what I call the Human Hibernation Syndrome.The
Incomplete Repair SyndromeA subset theory of this theory which can also explain the many
other diseases and conditions caused by low vitamin D3 levels is what I call- the Incomplete
Repair Syndrome. This is a syndrome where evolution has designed us to stingily conserve our
critical resources and only uses them very sparingly to fix injuries and do common maintenance
of the body. This stinginess leads to incomplete repairs and maintenance that will be completed
just enough to get by. The body will stay in this mode until it gets the sunshine hormone signal
that tells it that resources will now again be abundant, and the body can go ahead and undo the
incomplete repairs and maintenance and redo them thoroughly, properly, and completely, using
all the resources necessary.So that’s it. If you, like most people, have chronically low Vitamin D3
levels all year and eventually all life long, you will eventually get depressed, obese, sick, and will
begin to accumulate injuries that never heal, and maintenance issues that never go away! And
since 1980 when doctors started convincing us to stay out of the sun and use strong sun block,
a huge portion of the US population has become obese. And a lot of other problems are
becoming apparent like an explosive rise in autism, asthma, and even dangerous peanut
allergies.So that’s the underlying theory for this whole book in a nut shell. Now let’s begin with a
little background.Don’t forget to visit my new website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of
interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine4. The
History of Vitamin D3Let me give you a several paragraph history about Vitamin D3 that might
get you interested in knowing more:Vitamin D has been known to exist in some manner by
mankind supposedly back to antiquity, but it wasn’t until around 1650 that the first case of
Vitamin D deficiency was described scientifically (called Rickets). And it wasn’t until around
1920 that a scientist that experimented with dogs that were raised 100% indoors and completely
out of the sun, figured out that if you fed them a little cod liver oil that they would not get Rickets.
Rickets, it was found, could also be cured by exposure of the dogs to sunlight. Later it was
discovered that the active compound in cod liver oil was none other than Vitamin D3!What is
Rickets? It is a bone disease which ran rampant amongst the European and US city populations
back in the 1800’s and early 1900’s when everyone was working indoors in factories and not
getting enough sun. Kids with Rickets ended up with stunted growth, bowed legs, and soft and
weak bones while women would get deformations in their pelvises so severe that they had to get
C-sections to give birth. When adults got Rickets they gave it a different name, osteomalacia,
which roughly means “bone badness”.Because something in cod liver oil cured a deficiency they
called that substance “Vitamin D” because they had only discovered Vitamins A, B and C before
this new discovery. Little did they know that it was not a vitamin at all, but actually a vital steroid



hormone (technically a seco-steroid) that seems to be essential to most life forms for good
health. Vitamin D3 was found in cod liver oil, (the cod make it too) but it can also be created by
our own bodies when we sit in the sun and the sun hits our unprotected skin. The same goes for
dogs, cats, rats and most other forms of life. Somehow the sun gets past their fur and causes
them to make Vitamin D3 too. (Actually later I learned that hairy mammals and birds secrete an
oily substance onto their fur or feathers which is very similar to Vitamin D2, the sun then hits it
and converts it into D3, and these animals then get their necessary D3 when they groom
themselves and lick up the D3 which was converted by the sun from the D2-like substance).
Thus Vitamin D3 will be good for your dogs and cats and other pets-just like it is for us! I can just
imagine how Vitamin D3 (plus Vitamin K2-more on K2 later) should be able to help all those
large breed dogs that seem so susceptible to arthritis. D3 supplementation from birth for your
pets should also prevent them from becoming fat cats and dogs.Well this was a major
breakthrough! And scientists found that all that was needed to keep one’s bones from going soft,
or growth being retarded, or one’s pelvis from growing deformed was a small dose of about 400
IU a day of Vitamin D (or just a little sunlight on your skin for a few minutes). And until just last
year when the “Institute of Medicine” raised the recommended dose of D3 to 800 to 2000 IU a
day, 400 IU was the recommended daily allowance of Vitamin D…Only 400 IU a day! – just
enough to keep you from dying or suffering debilitating soft bone disease!And until 2011, that is
basically all we have been getting in our Multi Vitamins unless we go out and sunbathe (without
sun block).20 mg’s of Vitamin D in the 1920’s becomes 1,000,000 IU’s in the 1930’sIU is just a
standard drug measurement like an inch is to length…it stands for International Units and means
nothing more-later (after the first edition of this book) I learned that supposedly IU’s were
invented by Big Pharma to confuse the public to prevent them from taking high dose Vitamin D3
instead of Big Pharma’s expensive drugs (20 mg’s of D3 = 1,000,000 IU’s! )- See update #4 at
the end of this book-before the reader feedback. This of course assumes some sort of
conspiratorial effort on the part of Big Pharma to scare consumers away from taking D3 so they
will instead buy Big Pharma’s expensive drugs! More on this later.)ToxicitySoon after the
discovery of Vitamin D, scientists also discovered Vitamin D toxicity. The toxicity occurs because
Vitamin D does not flush right through your body like Vitamin C does, but rather it can
accumulate in your fatty tissues, and if you get WAY TOO MUCH Vitamin D stored up, you can
have some problems. In the worst cases (which are almost unknown) Vitamin D toxicity can
promote heart disease, can “attack” the joints, cause kidney damage, give you hypertension,
and excess calcification here and there. Scary I bet you say!By contrast Rickets/Vitamin D
deficiency causes loss of calcium from the bones which then enters the blood, which can also
mess up your joints through arthritic calcification, and also cause heart disease and an
AMAZING amount of other bad things as you soon will see. So it seems like you’re damned if
you do and damned if you don’t! Trust me, however, when you are done reading this e-book you
will realize everyone has a level that is “just right” and odds are probably 100 to 1 that your
Vitamin D3 levels are on the way too low side for optimal health. You, my friend, are almost 99%



guaranteed to be Vitamin D3 deficient, if not by today’s standards, then definitely by
tomorrow’s.Well it turns out that Vitamin D toxicity was and is a very rare occurrence and only
occurred/s from a normal person ingesting super high amounts of Vitamin D, like in the one
million IU’s per day range- for months at a time, and when these over-ingesting people stopped
the massive doses they were accidentally taking, they basically returned to normal but in some
cases had reduced kidney function and increased blood pressure probably due to calcification
of the kidneys and arteries (likely from an induced Vitamin K2 deficiency). If this sounds like a
risk, you will soon learn that the risks of having too low Vitamin D3 levels are many times worse
for you!Vitamin D toxicity is said to have never occurred from too much sun exposure. From one
Doctor’s website… “The early cases of vitamin D toxicity that formed the basis for safety
concerns generally involved impurities in vitamin D production, the use of synthetic vitamin D
analogues, accidental use of extremely high doses, or individuals with vitamin D hypersensitivity.
For various reasons, vitamin D toxicity became an issue of exaggerated concern, the extent of
which is only now becoming evident. Looking back, scientists now realize that vitamin D toxicity
is rare and generally occurs from extremely high oral intake, never from sunlight
exposure.” (From-Nutrition & bone health Vitamin D: An old bone builder takes on new
importance. Dr. Susan E. Brown, PhD)I did a little research about vitamin D toxicity and searched
all the science journal articles on it since 1967 to present in the Pub Med database and
discovered that Vitamin D3 toxicity even at really high amounts almost never occurs, and most of
the articles describe super high doses people have taken without any damage. The articles were
published because the doctors were dumbfounded! The results they saw contradicted
everything they had learned about the evils of Vitamin D in med school. I also discovered there
might be a subset of about 5% of the population who are more sensitive to very high Vitamin D
doses than the rest of the population.The Importance of Vitamin K2 (Not K1)However the new
prevailing theory about vitamin D toxicity is that it is caused by the body’s depletion of Vitamin
K2 because higher doses of Vitamin D cause certain reactions in your body that use up your
Vitamin K2. So maybe the 5% are just extra deficient in Vitamin K2 and nothing more. So just a
little reminder here, if you decide to embark on a “dangerous” experiment of Super-High Dose
Vitamin D3, DEFINITELY make sure you take about two or three Vitamin K2 supplements every
day as well. Keep in mind K1 cannot substitute for K2- K1 helps clot your blood while K2 keeps
the calcium in your bones and out of your blood and soft tissues. Additionally there are 2 kinds of
K2 : MK-4 from animal products, And MK-7 from bacteria. Supposedly the MK-7 is the good
stuff, much stronger and lasts longer and there is no toxicity with K2 so take as much as you
want! (I will add a caveat to this advice later.)Wait! Let me emphasize this point one more time
since I have been getting emails from people deciding to take high dose D3 without taking
vitamin K2. Do not take a lot of D3 unless you also take a lot of vitamin K2. To do so would be
foolish.I take 1 pill of the Vitamin K mix called “Super K” from www.lef.org for each 10,000 IU’s of
Vitamin D3 I take, it’s just a guess, but I have had no problems over a one year period. Okay?
Please do not take high doses of D3 unless you also supplement with vitamin K2! The Super K



pill I take with each 10,000 IU’s of D3 contains 1000 mcg of K1 (probably not needed), and 1000
mcg of K2 (of the mk4 type) and 200 mcg of K2 of the mk7 type. If you want a really detailed
education about the importance of vitamin K2 I highly recommend the book “Vitamin K2 and the
Calcium Paradox: How a Little-Known Vitamin Could Save Your Life” – it is really fantastic and
after you read this book you will know more than almost any doctor on the subject. It is a major
eye-opener!The main thing I remember from this book is that modern diets cause widespread
K2 deficiency, and the K2 is required to keep calcium in your bones and out of your soft tissues.
A widespread result of modern day K2 deficiency is that children get cavities and require braces
whereas animals and “uncivilized” peoples have perfect teeth, do not get cavities, do not brush
their teeth and do not require braces. “Bad teeth” are caused by the jaw bone being too narrow
due to lack of calcium deposition during development, thus there are too many teeth for the
stunted jawbone-all caused by a K2 deficient modern diet. Crooked teeth and cavities are not
natural and not normal in the uncivilized K2 –plentiful world.Vitamin K2 is available in many
health food stores and on the internet. If you are curious about where I used to get my Vitamin
D3 and K2 at retail, I got them from the Life Extension Foundation where they have great quality
and good enough prices. However, trust me, I am not trying to sell their vitamins, I’ve taken
others as well and they are usually fine. For your convenience one of the readers of this book
has set up a website known as that contains links to the products discussed here. The website
also has some free articles on Vitamin D3 and my previously published journal reviews for free.If
you want really cheap Vitamin D3 and K2 you can get large amounts of high quality bulk powder
from a company called Vitaspace where you can get Vitamin K2 powder for $16 a gram which
compares favorably with various retail brands that cost as much as $6,200 a gram when they put
them in capsules for you! Vitaspace normally sells to vitamin companies who package their
powder into pills. You can see all the Vitaspace deals and instructions on how to contact them at .
[Newsflash-It turns out that in rare instances some people can be sensitive to too much Vitamin
K2 , especially the MK-7 type. If you Google Vitamin K2 and heart racing you will see what some
have said. I thought about it and did some research and realized that the symptoms of too much
K2 are the same symptoms of a calcium deficiency! Apparently taking too much Vitamin K2 for
some people, gets so much calcium out of their blood and soft tissues that calcium deficiency
symptoms are induced. The symptoms include heart palpitations and large changes in blood
pressure. So just be aware of this possible side effect and cut back your K2 and switch to the
MK-4 type if you ever encounter these problems. I have only had one person out of 100 describe
this outcome and he was taking 25 mg = 25,000 mcg a day while the most I ever took was
10,000 mcg a day while taking 100,000 IU of D3. (Note-Vitaspace sells only the mk4 type of
K2.)ToxicityI will add an interesting abstract from Pub Med here that discusses the Vitamin K
depletion idea of Vitamin D toxicity for your convenience.You should read this!!-keep in mind the
author does not distinguish between vitamin K1 and K2-on further research I found that it is the
K2 depletion caused by high doses of D3 that can be dangerous.)5. Vitamin D
toxicity Redefined: Vitamin K and the Molecular Mechanism.Masterjohn C. Weston A. Price



Foundation, 4200 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20016, United States.
ChrisMasterjohn@gmail.comMed Hypotheses. 2007;68(5):1026-34. Epub 2006
DecAbstractThe dose of vitamin D that some researchers recommend as optimally therapeutic
exceeds that officially recognized as safe by a factor of two; it is therefore important to determine
the precise mechanism by which excessive doses of vitamin D exert toxicity so that physicians
and other health care practitioners may understand how to use optimally therapeutic doses of
this vitamin without the risk of adverse effects. Although the toxicity of vitamin D has
conventionally been attributed to its induction of hypercalcemia, animal studies show that the
toxic endpoints observed in response to hypervitaminosis D such as anorexia, lethargy, growth
retardation, bone resorption, soft tissue calcification, and death can be dissociated from the
hypercalcemia that usually accompanies them, demanding that an alternative explanation for
the mechanism of vitamin D toxicity be developed. The hypothesis presented in this paper
proposes the novel understanding that vitamin D exerts toxicity by inducing a deficiency of
vitamin K. According to this model, vitamin D increases the expression of proteins whose
activation depends on vitamin K-mediated carboxylation; as the demand for carboxylation
increases, the pool of vitamin K is depleted. Since vitamin K is essential to the nervous system
and plays important roles in protecting against bone loss and calcification of the peripheral soft
tissues, its deficiency results in the symptoms associated with hypervitaminosis D. This
hypothesis is circumstantially supported by the observation that animals deficient in vitamin K or
vitamin K-dependent proteins exhibit remarkable similarities to animals fed toxic doses of
vitamin D, and the observation that vitamin D and the vitamin K-inhibitor Warfarin have similar
toxicity profiles and exert toxicity synergistically when combined. The hypothesis further
proposes that vitamin A protects against the toxicity of vitamin D by decreasing the expression
of vitamin K-dependent proteins and thereby exerting a vitamin K-sparing effect. If animal
experiments can confirm this hypothesis, the models by which the maximum safe dose is
determined would need to be revised. Physicians and other health care practitioners would be
able to treat patients with doses of vitamin D that possess greater therapeutic value than those
currently being used while avoiding the risk of adverse effects by administering vitamin D
together with vitamins A and K.End Abstract.My comment: I would say you might skip the
vitamin A –it only suppresses your need for vitamin K2-that’s what I did with no harm so far- so
rather than suppress the need for more K2-just take more K2.6. MegadosingWhen I
told a third year Northwestern medical student that I was going to boost my dose of Vitamin D3
from 4,000 IU a day to 20,000 early in my experiment she thought I was EXTRA-CRAZY! and
warned me of all the dangers I might face from Vitamin D toxicity. My father, a retired Stanford-
educated MD, also told me I was “barking mad” and I was going to kill myself in short order! (By
the way I have now convinced my father, after the amazing results of my experiment, to take
7,000 IU every day (still too low I believe)). Anyway, if you mention any of this to a normal
medical doctor, he or she will highly encourage you not to take the risk. This fear of Vitamin D3 is
almost an involuntary reflex that has been ingrained in them from their first days of medical



school. You only have to get on the internet and read the writings of Dr. JJ Cannell who is head
of the US Vitamin D council, and his words will comfort you as he urges people to take 50,000 IU
a day for 3 days at the first sign of a cold. He also thinks the recent increase in the daily
allowance for Vitamin D3 from 400 IU to 800 - 2,000 IU a day approved by the US Government
sanctioned commission is a joke and almost criminal! He thinks 10,000 IU’s should be a good
daily dose for most. (I will suggest up to 3X more for someone of my weight (about 200 pounds))-
Note added later- I am now thinking after going up high on D3 for a year or so, you should start
testing your blood and take just enough to keep your blood levels around 90-100 ng/mL-almost
impossible to do without blood testing which you will soon see is cheap and easy and basically
painless.)If you are still worried about high dose vitamin D3, I will comfort you more later, but for
the mean time keep in mind and feel free to look up on the internet the 1966 case of a number of
pregnant women that wanted to prevent a genetic calcium problem in their babies to be born by
taking 100,000 IU a day of Vitamin D for the entire 9 month term of their pregnancies with no ill
effects, and completely healthy babies born to boot! (keep in mind this might have been the
weaker version of Vitamin D which is D2.)New information!: I recently received a fantastic email
from Mark Murphy! Here is an excerpt from his email-stuff I did not know!“I believe your doses of
D-3 could still be low. The toxicity of D-3 has been greatly exaggerated by Big Pharma and the
AMA. It has been researched for a very long time as you know. Evidence of this is the creation of
the international unit (to confuse the public) and the manufacture of three prescription drugs
Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol to fight cancer during the time when the benefits were being rapidly
discovered. Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol were simply 50,000 iu doses of vitamin D. If there is
money to be made, they will try and control us. Look at how much money they have made on the
cancer industry.During the Vitamin D debates during the late 1920's, our government
commissioned a nine year study by the University of Illinois, Chicago Medical College on toxicity
levels of vitamin D. It is referred to generically as the "Streck Report" of 1937. This study involved
63 dogs and 773 humans. They reported: "There were no deaths among the 773 human
subjects whose doses routinely given ranged upward from 200,000 IUs total daily dose for
periods ranging from seven days to five years." Also, "One of the authors took 3,000,000 IUs
total daily for fifteen days without any evidence of disturbance of any kind.""Further Studies on
Intoxication With Vitamin D" -- I. E. Streck, M.D., H. Deutsch A.B., C. I. Reed, PhD., College of
Medicine, University of Illinois, Chicago. Annuals of Internal Medicine, vol 10, no. 7, Jan.
1937” (Keep in mind they used Vitamin D2 which is 1/4th to 1/16th as potent as Vitamin D3).My
“Dangerous” ExperimentOkay, now that we have the history of Vitamin D and it’s so called
“dangers” sufficiently out of the way for now, let’s get down to what you really want to know. What
was so miraculous about my self-experiment with ultra-high doses of Vitamin D3? Well, let me
get you “hooked” on reading the rest of this book right now:I at the time of this first writing am 51,
but around age 27 I started accumulating injuries and things that just would not heal. Nothing
major, but just those nagging things that doctors don’t think are serious enough to fix or don’t
know how to fix, but things that you would like to get fixed nonetheless. At age 27 I didn’t realize



at the time that the nagging health problems I was and would be accumulating were all likely
related. (Oh and later I will tell you about all the other related problems I had as a kid like asthma,
ADHD, and scleroderma, as well as the problems of my mother like rheumatoid arthritis,
depression, varicose veins, chronic fatigue syndrome, knee replacement surgery, miscarriages
and others that were all likely caused by or allowed to occur due to Vitamin D3 deficiency).THE
MIRACULOUS RESULTS OFEXTREMELY HIGH DOSES OFTHE SUNSHINE HORMONE
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Vitamin D3-levels yourself13. Why Sunshine is not Quite Enough14. How to Determine the
Right Dose15. Vitamin D3 Deficiency and Cancer16. New addition to the Human Hibernation
Syndrome Theory17. Differences between Vitamin K1 and Vitamin K218. Obesity19. Different
qualities of Vitamin K220. Longevity and Vitamin D321. Endnotes22. TestimonialsForewordI sit
down to write this e-book; and as I sit, I realize it will be so easy to write, there will be no writer’s
block, in fact I expect to have the whole book written in maybe just 4 days!Why? Because I am
so excited to tell you what I have found out over the last year with my so-called (if you listen to
doctors) “dangerous experiment”, that I can’t wait to get it all down!A Second ForewordYes. I did
in fact write the first draft of this book in about 4 days. I started with some notes on my
experiment which seemed more like material taken from a diary than fodder for a book. I tried to
mold these lab notes and diary entries into a book mixed with other information like evolutionary
theory and various interesting facts and insights. And I kept updating the book with newer and
sometimes more correct information than had been in it before. So the book reads more like a
diary of a journey into the unknown rather than a hyper-edited reference guide. While some may
find this a difficult style of writing to read, I believe it offers the reader a better appreciation of
what a self-experiment with high dose Vitamin D3 will be like.ForewordI sit down to write this e-
book; and as I sit, I realize it will be so easy to write, there will be no writer’s block, in fact I expect
to have the whole book written in maybe just 4 days!Why? Because I am so excited to tell you
what I have found out over the last year with my so-called (if you listen to doctors) “dangerous
experiment”, that I can’t wait to get it all down!A Second ForewordYes. I did in fact write the first
draft of this book in about 4 days. I started with some notes on my experiment which seemed
more like material taken from a diary than fodder for a book. I tried to mold these lab notes and
diary entries into a book mixed with other information like evolutionary theory and various
interesting facts and insights. And I kept updating the book with newer and sometimes more
correct information than had been in it before. So the book reads more like a diary of a journey
into the unknown rather than a hyper-edited reference guide. While some may find this a difficult
style of writing to read, I believe it offers the reader a better appreciation of what a self-
experiment with high dose Vitamin D3 will be like.ForewordI sit down to write this e-book; and as
I sit, I realize it will be so easy to write, there will be no writer’s block, in fact I expect to have the
whole book written in maybe just 4 days!Why? Because I am so excited to tell you what I have
found out over the last year with my so-called (if you listen to doctors) “dangerous experiment”,
that I can’t wait to get it all down!A Second ForewordYes. I did in fact write the first draft of this
book in about 4 days. I started with some notes on my experiment which seemed more like
material taken from a diary than fodder for a book. I tried to mold these lab notes and diary
entries into a book mixed with other information like evolutionary theory and various interesting
facts and insights. And I kept updating the book with newer and sometimes more correct
information than had been in it before. So the book reads more like a diary of a journey into the
unknown rather than a hyper-edited reference guide. While some may find this a difficult style of
writing to read, I believe it offers the reader a better appreciation of what a self-experiment with



high dose Vitamin D3 will be like.1. The Whole Book in a Nut ShellLet me spill some
of the really interesting tidbits first right now before we get started, just to whet your appetite.
After all my experimentation and researching and thinking about Vitamin D3, I have stumbled
upon a very simple theory about D3 that is elegant in its simplicity.This simple theory can be
created from combining just a few simple facts and a little common sense. This simple theory
just might be able to explain the cause of, or how to prevent most of the diseases and health
problems that humans face (with the exception of aging-related diseases and syndromes from
genetic mutations). Everything else it seems, I have found, might just be preventable or curable
by careful, occasional super-high dose Vitamin D3 therapy.Okay, I will now describe the major
relevant facts and ideas regarding what I call The Human Hibernation Syndrome which is
caused by your body not getting enough sun and thus acting as if it is preparing for winter.Fact
1:Vitamin D3 is not a vitamin! It is actually a seco-steroid hormone that affects almost all the
cells in your body by altering the expression of your genes. Vitamin D3 receptors are found in all
the cells of your body.Fact 2:Vitamin D3 is the active hormone form of Vitamin D and people
used to generally get most of their Vitamin D3 from exposing their skin to the sun. The sun
activates an inactive form of Vitamin D which is actually very similar to and made from
cholesterol, and turns it into the functioning hormone. (There are a few other minor steps in the
kidneys and liver but we can ignore them for our purposes). Vitamin D2 and D1 are much less
active plant-derived forms of the hormone that you can get from your diet if you eat amongst
other things UV irradiated mushrooms. D1 and D2 are considered inferior synthetic, weak,
versions of the animal hormone D3. (There are a large number of hormones that are made from
cholesterol as the starting point. That’s why they call them steroids, and it includes hormones
such as, Vitamin D3, testosterone, estrogen, DHEA, progesterone, cortisol, etc. They are all very
similar looking except for a few tiny tweaks here and there).Fact 3:People generally make a lot
more Vitamin D3 with their skin in the summer sunny months than in the dark winter months.
Although D3 can be acquired from the diet and diet now might be the primary source of D3 for
many, most people used to get the majority of their D3 from sun exposure.Fact 4:Vitamin D3
deficiency is associated with a huge number of diseases and disorders. Let us focus just on
obesity, depression, arthritis, and susceptibility to the common cold for now.Now here is the
logic: In the spring and summer your body is exposed to lots of sun, and thus your Vitamin D3
levels are high and rising. Your body, from an evolutionary perspective believes that food is
abundant, days are long, and everything is good. So the sunshine hormone D3 tells your body
it’s okay to burn a lot of energy and get things done, because food and vitamin resources will be
available. Thus from D3 you get lots of energy; it keeps you active; keeps your hunger under
control, and keeps you healthy (as will be described shortly).When winter arrives in the northern
latitudes northern residents have a dramatic reduction in the production of D3-the sunshine
hormone signal. From an evolutionary perspective your body now expects a good chance of
famine conditions that often occur around winter when resources are scarce. (Just ask the
Donner party about winter famine! The pioneers began to starve to death in 1846 on a Nevada



mountain trail in a blizzard. They were reduced to cannibalism to survive, leaving just 48
survivors out of 87 in the original party!)Now, if you happened to be a northern bear, declining
and low D3 would be one of the signals to tell you to begin to get ready to hibernate. In fact in
black bears Vitamin D3 levels are at about 23 nmol/L in the summer (around 10 ng/mL which is
the scale we usually use) and decline to 8 nmol/L (or 3 ng/mL) during hibernation with the drop
in D3 being offset by a large increase in an inactive form of Vitamin D, which in the bear’s case is
a pseudo-Vitamin D2. A bear preparing for hibernation will begin to eat as much as possible to
put on as much weight as it can to get ready to wait out the winter. Female bears often increase
their weight from their lowest summer weight to hibernation weight by 70%. Many other
mammals hibernate including raccoons, skunks, woodchucks, chipmunks, hamsters,
hedgehogs, and bats. Most reptiles and amphibians hibernate as well as crocodiles and
alligators that go for months without eating when it is cold and darker. Apparently, hibernation is
a response that might have evolved in all animals or their evolutionary ancestors from time to
time. With this in mind, it is highly likely that we humans have some sort of ancient but semi-
suppressed hibernation mechanisms locked up in our DNA.Don’t forget to visit my new website>
JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case
StudiesSearch Engine1. The Whole Book in a Nut ShellLet me spill some of the
really interesting tidbits first right now before we get started, just to whet your appetite. After all
my experimentation and researching and thinking about Vitamin D3, I have stumbled upon a
very simple theory about D3 that is elegant in its simplicity.This simple theory can be created
from combining just a few simple facts and a little common sense. This simple theory just might
be able to explain the cause of, or how to prevent most of the diseases and health problems that
humans face (with the exception of aging-related diseases and syndromes from genetic
mutations). Everything else it seems, I have found, might just be preventable or curable by
careful, occasional super-high dose Vitamin D3 therapy.Okay, I will now describe the major
relevant facts and ideas regarding what I call The Human Hibernation Syndrome which is
caused by your body not getting enough sun and thus acting as if it is preparing for winter.Fact
1:Vitamin D3 is not a vitamin! It is actually a seco-steroid hormone that affects almost all the
cells in your body by altering the expression of your genes. Vitamin D3 receptors are found in all
the cells of your body.Fact 2:Vitamin D3 is the active hormone form of Vitamin D and people
used to generally get most of their Vitamin D3 from exposing their skin to the sun. The sun
activates an inactive form of Vitamin D which is actually very similar to and made from
cholesterol, and turns it into the functioning hormone. (There are a few other minor steps in the
kidneys and liver but we can ignore them for our purposes). Vitamin D2 and D1 are much less
active plant-derived forms of the hormone that you can get from your diet if you eat amongst
other things UV irradiated mushrooms. D1 and D2 are considered inferior synthetic, weak,
versions of the animal hormone D3. (There are a large number of hormones that are made from
cholesterol as the starting point. That’s why they call them steroids, and it includes hormones
such as, Vitamin D3, testosterone, estrogen, DHEA, progesterone, cortisol, etc. They are all very



similar looking except for a few tiny tweaks here and there).Fact 3:People generally make a lot
more Vitamin D3 with their skin in the summer sunny months than in the dark winter months.
Although D3 can be acquired from the diet and diet now might be the primary source of D3 for
many, most people used to get the majority of their D3 from sun exposure.Fact 4:Vitamin D3
deficiency is associated with a huge number of diseases and disorders. Let us focus just on
obesity, depression, arthritis, and susceptibility to the common cold for now.Now here is the
logic: In the spring and summer your body is exposed to lots of sun, and thus your Vitamin D3
levels are high and rising. Your body, from an evolutionary perspective believes that food is
abundant, days are long, and everything is good. So the sunshine hormone D3 tells your body
it’s okay to burn a lot of energy and get things done, because food and vitamin resources will be
available. Thus from D3 you get lots of energy; it keeps you active; keeps your hunger under
control, and keeps you healthy (as will be described shortly).When winter arrives in the northern
latitudes northern residents have a dramatic reduction in the production of D3-the sunshine
hormone signal. From an evolutionary perspective your body now expects a good chance of
famine conditions that often occur around winter when resources are scarce. (Just ask the
Donner party about winter famine! The pioneers began to starve to death in 1846 on a Nevada
mountain trail in a blizzard. They were reduced to cannibalism to survive, leaving just 48
survivors out of 87 in the original party!)Now, if you happened to be a northern bear, declining
and low D3 would be one of the signals to tell you to begin to get ready to hibernate. In fact in
black bears Vitamin D3 levels are at about 23 nmol/L in the summer (around 10 ng/mL which is
the scale we usually use) and decline to 8 nmol/L (or 3 ng/mL) during hibernation with the drop
in D3 being offset by a large increase in an inactive form of Vitamin D, which in the bear’s case is
a pseudo-Vitamin D2. A bear preparing for hibernation will begin to eat as much as possible to
put on as much weight as it can to get ready to wait out the winter. Female bears often increase
their weight from their lowest summer weight to hibernation weight by 70%. Many other
mammals hibernate including raccoons, skunks, woodchucks, chipmunks, hamsters,
hedgehogs, and bats. Most reptiles and amphibians hibernate as well as crocodiles and
alligators that go for months without eating when it is cold and darker. Apparently, hibernation is
a response that might have evolved in all animals or their evolutionary ancestors from time to
time. With this in mind, it is highly likely that we humans have some sort of ancient but semi-
suppressed hibernation mechanisms locked up in our DNA.Don’t forget to visit my new website>
JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case
StudiesSearch Engine1. The Whole Book in a Nut ShellLet me spill some of the
really interesting tidbits first right now before we get started, just to whet your appetite. After all
my experimentation and researching and thinking about Vitamin D3, I have stumbled upon a
very simple theory about D3 that is elegant in its simplicity.This simple theory can be created
from combining just a few simple facts and a little common sense. This simple theory just might
be able to explain the cause of, or how to prevent most of the diseases and health problems that
humans face (with the exception of aging-related diseases and syndromes from genetic



mutations). Everything else it seems, I have found, might just be preventable or curable by
careful, occasional super-high dose Vitamin D3 therapy.Okay, I will now describe the major
relevant facts and ideas regarding what I call The Human Hibernation Syndrome which is
caused by your body not getting enough sun and thus acting as if it is preparing for winter.Fact
1:Vitamin D3 is not a vitamin! It is actually a seco-steroid hormone that affects almost all the
cells in your body by altering the expression of your genes. Vitamin D3 receptors are found in all
the cells of your body.Fact 2:Vitamin D3 is the active hormone form of Vitamin D and people
used to generally get most of their Vitamin D3 from exposing their skin to the sun. The sun
activates an inactive form of Vitamin D which is actually very similar to and made from
cholesterol, and turns it into the functioning hormone. (There are a few other minor steps in the
kidneys and liver but we can ignore them for our purposes). Vitamin D2 and D1 are much less
active plant-derived forms of the hormone that you can get from your diet if you eat amongst
other things UV irradiated mushrooms. D1 and D2 are considered inferior synthetic, weak,
versions of the animal hormone D3. (There are a large number of hormones that are made from
cholesterol as the starting point. That’s why they call them steroids, and it includes hormones
such as, Vitamin D3, testosterone, estrogen, DHEA, progesterone, cortisol, etc. They are all very
similar looking except for a few tiny tweaks here and there).Fact 3:People generally make a lot
more Vitamin D3 with their skin in the summer sunny months than in the dark winter months.
Although D3 can be acquired from the diet and diet now might be the primary source of D3 for
many, most people used to get the majority of their D3 from sun exposure.Fact 4:Vitamin D3
deficiency is associated with a huge number of diseases and disorders. Let us focus just on
obesity, depression, arthritis, and susceptibility to the common cold for now.Now here is the
logic: In the spring and summer your body is exposed to lots of sun, and thus your Vitamin D3
levels are high and rising. Your body, from an evolutionary perspective believes that food is
abundant, days are long, and everything is good. So the sunshine hormone D3 tells your body
it’s okay to burn a lot of energy and get things done, because food and vitamin resources will be
available. Thus from D3 you get lots of energy; it keeps you active; keeps your hunger under
control, and keeps you healthy (as will be described shortly).When winter arrives in the northern
latitudes northern residents have a dramatic reduction in the production of D3-the sunshine
hormone signal. From an evolutionary perspective your body now expects a good chance of
famine conditions that often occur around winter when resources are scarce. (Just ask the
Donner party about winter famine! The pioneers began to starve to death in 1846 on a Nevada
mountain trail in a blizzard. They were reduced to cannibalism to survive, leaving just 48
survivors out of 87 in the original party!)Now, if you happened to be a northern bear, declining
and low D3 would be one of the signals to tell you to begin to get ready to hibernate. In fact in
black bears Vitamin D3 levels are at about 23 nmol/L in the summer (around 10 ng/mL which is
the scale we usually use) and decline to 8 nmol/L (or 3 ng/mL) during hibernation with the drop
in D3 being offset by a large increase in an inactive form of Vitamin D, which in the bear’s case is
a pseudo-Vitamin D2. A bear preparing for hibernation will begin to eat as much as possible to



put on as much weight as it can to get ready to wait out the winter. Female bears often increase
their weight from their lowest summer weight to hibernation weight by 70%. Many other
mammals hibernate including raccoons, skunks, woodchucks, chipmunks, hamsters,
hedgehogs, and bats. Most reptiles and amphibians hibernate as well as crocodiles and
alligators that go for months without eating when it is cold and darker. Apparently, hibernation is
a response that might have evolved in all animals or their evolutionary ancestors from time to
time. With this in mind, it is highly likely that we humans have some sort of ancient but semi-
suppressed hibernation mechanisms locked up in our DNA.Don’t forget to visit my new website>
JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case
StudiesSearch Engine2. HibernationIf you doubt that humans might have evolved
from a hibernating ancestor, you would also likely doubt that dogs evolved from a hibernating
canine-right? Well take a look at the Raccoon Dog-considered a primitive/ancient version of the
canine and this dog still exists today:An excerpt from the Wikipedia entry for “Raccoon
Dog”:Raccoon dogs are the only canids known to in winter. In early winter, they increase their
subcutaneous fat by 18–23% and their internal fat by 3–5%. Animals failing to reach these fat
levels usually do not survive the winter period. During their winter sleep, their metabolism
decreases by 25%. In areas such as Ussuriland and their introduced range, raccoon dogs only
hibernate during severe snowstorms. In December, their physical activity decreases once snow
depth reaches 15–20 cm, and will not vacate their burrows for more than 150–200 m. Their daily
activities increase during February when the females become receptive and when food is more
available.So we must ask is it possible that humans have a hibernation response somewhat
similar to other mammals where when we are affected by low levels of D3 (from low levels of
sunshine hitting our skin) that we crave carbohydrates, and put on lots of weight, and then we
get depressed so that we slow down and don’t waste so much precious energy? Can evolution
slow us down by allowing us to get sick with the common cold which is usually harmless (and to
which we are normally immune in the summer) but keeps us bedridden for a week or so in the
winter and thus further saves precious energy? Could evolution also want to slow us down by
giving us aches and pains from arthritis to keep us housebound and to keep us from using up
potentially scarce energy resources? I think the answer is YES! (Now an alternative idea to
aches and pains being used by evolution to slow us down is that evolution just does not repair us
completely while hibernating, but rather just enough to get by, to conserve potentially critical
resources for other possible future crises- Imagine that your body knows you are about to go
through a three month famine and you break your arm, will your body use all its calcium stores to
fix your arm, or fix your arm just enough to get by? What if you had a second or third break
during the famine months? Would there be any calcium left to fix those breaks if your body used
up all your calcium on your first broken bone?-this idea will be developed later).Fact 5:Obese
people, depressed people, and people with arthritis or general musculoskeletal pains have been
found to be overwhelmingly deficient in Vitamin D3!Fact 6:Experiments have been performed in
prison where 100% of the inmate population every winter would get the common flu. One



experiment where they gave everyone, in one cell block only, Vitamin D3 supplements, 100% of
the prisoners in Cell Block D3 were protected from getting the common cold!Fact 7:Since the
early 1980’s , when doctors started warning us about too much sun, obesity rates in adults
humans and many other diseases (including asthma and autism) have skyrocketed!Fact 8:It was
in the early 1980’s that doctors have been telling us to avoid the sun to prevent skin cancer and
to use lots of high-strength sun block anytime one went outside.Don’t forget to visit my new
website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3
1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine2. HibernationIf you doubt that humans might
have evolved from a hibernating ancestor, you would also likely doubt that dogs evolved from a
hibernating canine-right? Well take a look at the Raccoon Dog-considered a primitive/ancient
version of the canine and this dog still exists today:An excerpt from the Wikipedia entry for
“Raccoon Dog”:Raccoon dogs are the only canids known to in winter. In early winter, they
increase their subcutaneous fat by 18–23% and their internal fat by 3–5%. Animals failing to
reach these fat levels usually do not survive the winter period. During their winter sleep, their
metabolism decreases by 25%. In areas such as Ussuriland and their introduced range, raccoon
dogs only hibernate during severe snowstorms. In December, their physical activity decreases
once snow depth reaches 15–20 cm, and will not vacate their burrows for more than 150–200 m.
Their daily activities increase during February when the females become receptive and when
food is more available.So we must ask is it possible that humans have a hibernation response
somewhat similar to other mammals where when we are affected by low levels of D3 (from low
levels of sunshine hitting our skin) that we crave carbohydrates, and put on lots of weight, and
then we get depressed so that we slow down and don’t waste so much precious energy? Can
evolution slow us down by allowing us to get sick with the common cold which is usually
harmless (and to which we are normally immune in the summer) but keeps us bedridden for a
week or so in the winter and thus further saves precious energy? Could evolution also want to
slow us down by giving us aches and pains from arthritis to keep us housebound and to keep us
from using up potentially scarce energy resources? I think the answer is YES! (Now an
alternative idea to aches and pains being used by evolution to slow us down is that evolution just
does not repair us completely while hibernating, but rather just enough to get by, to conserve
potentially critical resources for other possible future crises- Imagine that your body knows you
are about to go through a three month famine and you break your arm, will your body use all its
calcium stores to fix your arm, or fix your arm just enough to get by? What if you had a second or
third break during the famine months? Would there be any calcium left to fix those breaks if your
body used up all your calcium on your first broken bone?-this idea will be developed later).Fact
5:Obese people, depressed people, and people with arthritis or general musculoskeletal pains
have been found to be overwhelmingly deficient in Vitamin D3!Fact 6:Experiments have been
performed in prison where 100% of the inmate population every winter would get the common
flu. One experiment where they gave everyone, in one cell block only, Vitamin D3 supplements,
100% of the prisoners in Cell Block D3 were protected from getting the common cold!Fact



7:Since the early 1980’s , when doctors started warning us about too much sun, obesity rates in
adults humans and many other diseases (including asthma and autism) have skyrocketed!Fact
8:It was in the early 1980’s that doctors have been telling us to avoid the sun to prevent skin
cancer and to use lots of high-strength sun block anytime one went outside.Don’t forget to visit
my new website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin
D3 1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine2. HibernationIf you doubt that humans might
have evolved from a hibernating ancestor, you would also likely doubt that dogs evolved from a
hibernating canine-right? Well take a look at the Raccoon Dog-considered a primitive/ancient
version of the canine and this dog still exists today:An excerpt from the Wikipedia entry for
“Raccoon Dog”:Raccoon dogs are the only canids known to in winter. In early winter, they
increase their subcutaneous fat by 18–23% and their internal fat by 3–5%. Animals failing to
reach these fat levels usually do not survive the winter period. During their winter sleep, their
metabolism decreases by 25%. In areas such as Ussuriland and their introduced range, raccoon
dogs only hibernate during severe snowstorms. In December, their physical activity decreases
once snow depth reaches 15–20 cm, and will not vacate their burrows for more than 150–200 m.
Their daily activities increase during February when the females become receptive and when
food is more available.So we must ask is it possible that humans have a hibernation response
somewhat similar to other mammals where when we are affected by low levels of D3 (from low
levels of sunshine hitting our skin) that we crave carbohydrates, and put on lots of weight, and
then we get depressed so that we slow down and don’t waste so much precious energy? Can
evolution slow us down by allowing us to get sick with the common cold which is usually
harmless (and to which we are normally immune in the summer) but keeps us bedridden for a
week or so in the winter and thus further saves precious energy? Could evolution also want to
slow us down by giving us aches and pains from arthritis to keep us housebound and to keep us
from using up potentially scarce energy resources? I think the answer is YES! (Now an
alternative idea to aches and pains being used by evolution to slow us down is that evolution just
does not repair us completely while hibernating, but rather just enough to get by, to conserve
potentially critical resources for other possible future crises- Imagine that your body knows you
are about to go through a three month famine and you break your arm, will your body use all its
calcium stores to fix your arm, or fix your arm just enough to get by? What if you had a second or
third break during the famine months? Would there be any calcium left to fix those breaks if your
body used up all your calcium on your first broken bone?-this idea will be developed later).Fact
5:Obese people, depressed people, and people with arthritis or general musculoskeletal pains
have been found to be overwhelmingly deficient in Vitamin D3!Fact 6:Experiments have been
performed in prison where 100% of the inmate population every winter would get the common
flu. One experiment where they gave everyone, in one cell block only, Vitamin D3 supplements,
100% of the prisoners in Cell Block D3 were protected from getting the common cold!Fact
7:Since the early 1980’s , when doctors started warning us about too much sun, obesity rates in
adults humans and many other diseases (including asthma and autism) have skyrocketed!Fact



8:It was in the early 1980’s that doctors have been telling us to avoid the sun to prevent skin
cancer and to use lots of high-strength sun block anytime one went outside.Don’t forget to visit
my new website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin
D3 1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine3. The Human Hibernation SyndromeSo the
bottom line simple theory developed from these facts is that if you don’t get enough Vitamin D3,
evolution expects a winter-long famine might come soon and tries to get you to hibernate until
the spring and summer sun returns. Thus if you never get back in the sun again after winter you
will suffer from a permanent case of what I call the Human Hibernation Syndrome.The
Incomplete Repair SyndromeA subset theory of this theory which can also explain the many
other diseases and conditions caused by low vitamin D3 levels is what I call- the Incomplete
Repair Syndrome. This is a syndrome where evolution has designed us to stingily conserve our
critical resources and only uses them very sparingly to fix injuries and do common maintenance
of the body. This stinginess leads to incomplete repairs and maintenance that will be completed
just enough to get by. The body will stay in this mode until it gets the sunshine hormone signal
that tells it that resources will now again be abundant, and the body can go ahead and undo the
incomplete repairs and maintenance and redo them thoroughly, properly, and completely, using
all the resources necessary.So that’s it. If you, like most people, have chronically low Vitamin D3
levels all year and eventually all life long, you will eventually get depressed, obese, sick, and will
begin to accumulate injuries that never heal, and maintenance issues that never go away! And
since 1980 when doctors started convincing us to stay out of the sun and use strong sun block,
a huge portion of the US population has become obese. And a lot of other problems are
becoming apparent like an explosive rise in autism, asthma, and even dangerous peanut
allergies.So that’s the underlying theory for this whole book in a nut shell. Now let’s begin with a
little background.Don’t forget to visit my new website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of
interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine3. The
Human Hibernation SyndromeSo the bottom line simple theory developed from these facts is
that if you don’t get enough Vitamin D3, evolution expects a winter-long famine might come soon
and tries to get you to hibernate until the spring and summer sun returns. Thus if you never get
back in the sun again after winter you will suffer from a permanent case of what I call the Human
Hibernation Syndrome.The Incomplete Repair SyndromeA subset theory of this theory which
can also explain the many other diseases and conditions caused by low vitamin D3 levels is
what I call- the Incomplete Repair Syndrome. This is a syndrome where evolution has designed
us to stingily conserve our critical resources and only uses them very sparingly to fix injuries and
do common maintenance of the body. This stinginess leads to incomplete repairs and
maintenance that will be completed just enough to get by. The body will stay in this mode until it
gets the sunshine hormone signal that tells it that resources will now again be abundant, and the
body can go ahead and undo the incomplete repairs and maintenance and redo them
thoroughly, properly, and completely, using all the resources necessary.So that’s it. If you, like
most people, have chronically low Vitamin D3 levels all year and eventually all life long, you will



eventually get depressed, obese, sick, and will begin to accumulate injuries that never heal, and
maintenance issues that never go away! And since 1980 when doctors started convincing us to
stay out of the sun and use strong sun block, a huge portion of the US population has become
obese. And a lot of other problems are becoming apparent like an explosive rise in autism,
asthma, and even dangerous peanut allergies.So that’s the underlying theory for this whole book
in a nut shell. Now let’s begin with a little background.Don’t forget to visit my new website>
JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case
StudiesSearch Engine3. The Human Hibernation SyndromeSo the bottom line
simple theory developed from these facts is that if you don’t get enough Vitamin D3, evolution
expects a winter-long famine might come soon and tries to get you to hibernate until the spring
and summer sun returns. Thus if you never get back in the sun again after winter you will suffer
from a permanent case of what I call the Human Hibernation Syndrome.The Incomplete Repair
SyndromeA subset theory of this theory which can also explain the many other diseases and
conditions caused by low vitamin D3 levels is what I call- the Incomplete Repair Syndrome. This
is a syndrome where evolution has designed us to stingily conserve our critical resources and
only uses them very sparingly to fix injuries and do common maintenance of the body. This
stinginess leads to incomplete repairs and maintenance that will be completed just enough to
get by. The body will stay in this mode until it gets the sunshine hormone signal that tells it that
resources will now again be abundant, and the body can go ahead and undo the incomplete
repairs and maintenance and redo them thoroughly, properly, and completely, using all the
resources necessary.So that’s it. If you, like most people, have chronically low Vitamin D3 levels
all year and eventually all life long, you will eventually get depressed, obese, sick, and will begin
to accumulate injuries that never heal, and maintenance issues that never go away! And since
1980 when doctors started convincing us to stay out of the sun and use strong sun block, a huge
portion of the US population has become obese. And a lot of other problems are becoming
apparent like an explosive rise in autism, asthma, and even dangerous peanut allergies.So that’s
the underlying theory for this whole book in a nut shell. Now let’s begin with a little
background.Don’t forget to visit my new website> JeffTbowles.comit has 60+ new articles of
interest and theHigh Dose Vitamin D3 1,000+ Case StudiesSearch Engine4. The
History of Vitamin D3Let me give you a several paragraph history about Vitamin D3 that might
get you interested in knowing more:Vitamin D has been known to exist in some manner by
mankind supposedly back to antiquity, but it wasn’t until around 1650 that the first case of
Vitamin D deficiency was described scientifically (called Rickets). And it wasn’t until around
1920 that a scientist that experimented with dogs that were raised 100% indoors and completely
out of the sun, figured out that if you fed them a little cod liver oil that they would not get Rickets.
Rickets, it was found, could also be cured by exposure of the dogs to sunlight. Later it was
discovered that the active compound in cod liver oil was none other than Vitamin D3!What is
Rickets? It is a bone disease which ran rampant amongst the European and US city populations
back in the 1800’s and early 1900’s when everyone was working indoors in factories and not



getting enough sun. Kids with Rickets ended up with stunted growth, bowed legs, and soft and
weak bones while women would get deformations in their pelvises so severe that they had to get
C-sections to give birth. When adults got Rickets they gave it a different name, osteomalacia,
which roughly means “bone badness”.Because something in cod liver oil cured a deficiency they
called that substance “Vitamin D” because they had only discovered Vitamins A, B and C before
this new discovery. Little did they know that it was not a vitamin at all, but actually a vital steroid
hormone (technically a seco-steroid) that seems to be essential to most life forms for good
health. Vitamin D3 was found in cod liver oil, (the cod make it too) but it can also be created by
our own bodies when we sit in the sun and the sun hits our unprotected skin. The same goes for
dogs, cats, rats and most other forms of life. Somehow the sun gets past their fur and causes
them to make Vitamin D3 too. (Actually later I learned that hairy mammals and birds secrete an
oily substance onto their fur or feathers which is very similar to Vitamin D2, the sun then hits it
and converts it into D3, and these animals then get their necessary D3 when they groom
themselves and lick up the D3 which was converted by the sun from the D2-like substance).
Thus Vitamin D3 will be good for your dogs and cats and other pets-just like it is for us! I can just
imagine how Vitamin D3 (plus Vitamin K2-more on K2 later) should be able to help all those
large breed dogs that seem so susceptible to arthritis. D3 supplementation from birth for your
pets should also prevent them from becoming fat cats and dogs.Well this was a major
breakthrough! And scientists found that all that was needed to keep one’s bones from going soft,
or growth being retarded, or one’s pelvis from growing deformed was a small dose of about 400
IU a day of Vitamin D (or just a little sunlight on your skin for a few minutes). And until just last
year when the “Institute of Medicine” raised the recommended dose of D3 to 800 to 2000 IU a
day, 400 IU was the recommended daily allowance of Vitamin D…Only 400 IU a day! – just
enough to keep you from dying or suffering debilitating soft bone disease!And until 2011, that is
basically all we have been getting in our Multi Vitamins unless we go out and sunbathe (without
sun block).20 mg’s of Vitamin D in the 1920’s becomes 1,000,000 IU’s in the 1930’sIU is just a
standard drug measurement like an inch is to length…it stands for International Units and means
nothing more-later (after the first edition of this book) I learned that supposedly IU’s were
invented by Big Pharma to confuse the public to prevent them from taking high dose Vitamin D3
instead of Big Pharma’s expensive drugs (20 mg’s of D3 = 1,000,000 IU’s! )- See update #4 at
the end of this book-before the reader feedback. This of course assumes some sort of
conspiratorial effort on the part of Big Pharma to scare consumers away from taking D3 so they
will instead buy Big Pharma’s expensive drugs! More on this later.)ToxicitySoon after the
discovery of Vitamin D, scientists also discovered Vitamin D toxicity. The toxicity occurs because
Vitamin D does not flush right through your body like Vitamin C does, but rather it can
accumulate in your fatty tissues, and if you get WAY TOO MUCH Vitamin D stored up, you can
have some problems. In the worst cases (which are almost unknown) Vitamin D toxicity can
promote heart disease, can “attack” the joints, cause kidney damage, give you hypertension,
and excess calcification here and there. Scary I bet you say!By contrast Rickets/Vitamin D



deficiency causes loss of calcium from the bones which then enters the blood, which can also
mess up your joints through arthritic calcification, and also cause heart disease and an
AMAZING amount of other bad things as you soon will see. So it seems like you’re damned if
you do and damned if you don’t! Trust me, however, when you are done reading this e-book you
will realize everyone has a level that is “just right” and odds are probably 100 to 1 that your
Vitamin D3 levels are on the way too low side for optimal health. You, my friend, are almost 99%
guaranteed to be Vitamin D3 deficient, if not by today’s standards, then definitely by
tomorrow’s.Well it turns out that Vitamin D toxicity was and is a very rare occurrence and only
occurred/s from a normal person ingesting super high amounts of Vitamin D, like in the one
million IU’s per day range- for months at a time, and when these over-ingesting people stopped
the massive doses they were accidentally taking, they basically returned to normal but in some
cases had reduced kidney function and increased blood pressure probably due to calcification
of the kidneys and arteries (likely from an induced Vitamin K2 deficiency). If this sounds like a
risk, you will soon learn that the risks of having too low Vitamin D3 levels are many times worse
for you!Vitamin D toxicity is said to have never occurred from too much sun exposure. From one
Doctor’s website… “The early cases of vitamin D toxicity that formed the basis for safety
concerns generally involved impurities in vitamin D production, the use of synthetic vitamin D
analogues, accidental use of extremely high doses, or individuals with vitamin D hypersensitivity.
For various reasons, vitamin D toxicity became an issue of exaggerated concern, the extent of
which is only now becoming evident. Looking back, scientists now realize that vitamin D toxicity
is rare and generally occurs from extremely high oral intake, never from sunlight
exposure.” (From-Nutrition & bone health Vitamin D: An old bone builder takes on new
importance. Dr. Susan E. Brown, PhD)I did a little research about vitamin D toxicity and searched
all the science journal articles on it since 1967 to present in the Pub Med database and
discovered that Vitamin D3 toxicity even at really high amounts almost never occurs, and most of
the articles describe super high doses people have taken without any damage. The articles were
published because the doctors were dumbfounded! The results they saw contradicted
everything they had learned about the evils of Vitamin D in med school. I also discovered there
might be a subset of about 5% of the population who are more sensitive to very high Vitamin D
doses than the rest of the population.The Importance of Vitamin K2 (Not K1)However the new
prevailing theory about vitamin D toxicity is that it is caused by the body’s depletion of Vitamin
K2 because higher doses of Vitamin D cause certain reactions in your body that use up your
Vitamin K2. So maybe the 5% are just extra deficient in Vitamin K2 and nothing more. So just a
little reminder here, if you decide to embark on a “dangerous” experiment of Super-High Dose
Vitamin D3, DEFINITELY make sure you take about two or three Vitamin K2 supplements every
day as well. Keep in mind K1 cannot substitute for K2- K1 helps clot your blood while K2 keeps
the calcium in your bones and out of your blood and soft tissues. Additionally there are 2 kinds of
K2 : MK-4 from animal products, And MK-7 from bacteria. Supposedly the MK-7 is the good
stuff, much stronger and lasts longer and there is no toxicity with K2 so take as much as you



want! (I will add a caveat to this advice later.)Wait! Let me emphasize this point one more time
since I have been getting emails from people deciding to take high dose D3 without taking
vitamin K2. Do not take a lot of D3 unless you also take a lot of vitamin K2. To do so would be
foolish.I take 1 pill of the Vitamin K mix called “Super K” from www.lef.org for each 10,000 IU’s of
Vitamin D3 I take, it’s just a guess, but I have had no problems over a one year period. Okay?
Please do not take high doses of D3 unless you also supplement with vitamin K2! The Super K
pill I take with each 10,000 IU’s of D3 contains 1000 mcg of K1 (probably not needed), and 1000
mcg of K2 (of the mk4 type) and 200 mcg of K2 of the mk7 type. If you want a really detailed
education about the importance of vitamin K2 I highly recommend the book “Vitamin K2 and the
Calcium Paradox: How a Little-Known Vitamin Could Save Your Life” – it is really fantastic and
after you read this book you will know more than almost any doctor on the subject. It is a major
eye-opener!The main thing I remember from this book is that modern diets cause widespread
K2 deficiency, and the K2 is required to keep calcium in your bones and out of your soft tissues.
A widespread result of modern day K2 deficiency is that children get cavities and require braces
whereas animals and “uncivilized” peoples have perfect teeth, do not get cavities, do not brush
their teeth and do not require braces. “Bad teeth” are caused by the jaw bone being too narrow
due to lack of calcium deposition during development, thus there are too many teeth for the
stunted jawbone-all caused by a K2 deficient modern diet. Crooked teeth and cavities are not
natural and not normal in the uncivilized K2 –plentiful world.Vitamin K2 is available in many
health food stores and on the internet. If you are curious about where I used to get my Vitamin
D3 and K2 at retail, I got them from the Life Extension Foundation where they have great quality
and good enough prices. However, trust me, I am not trying to sell their vitamins, I’ve taken
others as well and they are usually fine. For your convenience one of the readers of this book
has set up a website known as that contains links to the products discussed here. The website
also has some free articles on Vitamin D3 and my previously published journal reviews for free.If
you want really cheap Vitamin D3 and K2 you can get large amounts of high quality bulk powder
from a company called Vitaspace where you can get Vitamin K2 powder for $16 a gram which
compares favorably with various retail brands that cost as much as $6,200 a gram when they put
them in capsules for you! Vitaspace normally sells to vitamin companies who package their
powder into pills. You can see all the Vitaspace deals and instructions on how to contact them at .
[Newsflash-It turns out that in rare instances some people can be sensitive to too much Vitamin
K2 , especially the MK-7 type. If you Google Vitamin K2 and heart racing you will see what some
have said. I thought about it and did some research and realized that the symptoms of too much
K2 are the same symptoms of a calcium deficiency! Apparently taking too much Vitamin K2 for
some people, gets so much calcium out of their blood and soft tissues that calcium deficiency
symptoms are induced. The symptoms include heart palpitations and large changes in blood
pressure. So just be aware of this possible side effect and cut back your K2 and switch to the
MK-4 type if you ever encounter these problems. I have only had one person out of 100 describe
this outcome and he was taking 25 mg = 25,000 mcg a day while the most I ever took was



10,000 mcg a day while taking 100,000 IU of D3. (Note-Vitaspace sells only the mk4 type of
K2.)ToxicityI will add an interesting abstract from Pub Med here that discusses the Vitamin K
depletion idea of Vitamin D toxicity for your convenience.You should read this!!-keep in mind the
author does not distinguish between vitamin K1 and K2-on further research I found that it is the
K2 depletion caused by high doses of D3 that can be dangerous.)4. The History of
Vitamin D3Let me give you a several paragraph history about Vitamin D3 that might get you
interested in knowing more:Vitamin D has been known to exist in some manner by mankind
supposedly back to antiquity, but it wasn’t until around 1650 that the first case of Vitamin D
deficiency was described scientifically (called Rickets). And it wasn’t until around 1920 that a
scientist that experimented with dogs that were raised 100% indoors and completely out of the
sun, figured out that if you fed them a little cod liver oil that they would not get Rickets. Rickets, it
was found, could also be cured by exposure of the dogs to sunlight. Later it was discovered that
the active compound in cod liver oil was none other than Vitamin D3!What is Rickets? It is a
bone disease which ran rampant amongst the European and US city populations back in the
1800’s and early 1900’s when everyone was working indoors in factories and not getting enough
sun. Kids with Rickets ended up with stunted growth, bowed legs, and soft and weak bones
while women would get deformations in their pelvises so severe that they had to get C-sections
to give birth. When adults got Rickets they gave it a different name, osteomalacia, which roughly
means “bone badness”.Because something in cod liver oil cured a deficiency they called that
substance “Vitamin D” because they had only discovered Vitamins A, B and C before this new
discovery. Little did they know that it was not a vitamin at all, but actually a vital steroid hormone
(technically a seco-steroid) that seems to be essential to most life forms for good health. Vitamin
D3 was found in cod liver oil, (the cod make it too) but it can also be created by our own bodies
when we sit in the sun and the sun hits our unprotected skin. The same goes for dogs, cats, rats
and most other forms of life. Somehow the sun gets past their fur and causes them to make
Vitamin D3 too. (Actually later I learned that hairy mammals and birds secrete an oily substance
onto their fur or feathers which is very similar to Vitamin D2, the sun then hits it and converts it
into D3, and these animals then get their necessary D3 when they groom themselves and lick up
the D3 which was converted by the sun from the D2-like substance). Thus Vitamin D3 will be
good for your dogs and cats and other pets-just like it is for us! I can just imagine how Vitamin
D3 (plus Vitamin K2-more on K2 later) should be able to help all those large breed dogs that
seem so susceptible to arthritis. D3 supplementation from birth for your pets should also prevent
them from becoming fat cats and dogs.Well this was a major breakthrough! And scientists found
that all that was needed to keep one’s bones from going soft, or growth being retarded, or one’s
pelvis from growing deformed was a small dose of about 400 IU a day of Vitamin D (or just a little
sunlight on your skin for a few minutes). And until just last year when the “Institute of Medicine”
raised the recommended dose of D3 to 800 to 2000 IU a day, 400 IU was the recommended
daily allowance of Vitamin D…Only 400 IU a day! – just enough to keep you from dying or
suffering debilitating soft bone disease!And until 2011, that is basically all we have been getting



in our Multi Vitamins unless we go out and sunbathe (without sun block).20 mg’s of Vitamin D in
the 1920’s becomes 1,000,000 IU’s in the 1930’sIU is just a standard drug measurement like an
inch is to length…it stands for International Units and means nothing more-later (after the first
edition of this book) I learned that supposedly IU’s were invented by Big Pharma to confuse the
public to prevent them from taking high dose Vitamin D3 instead of Big Pharma’s expensive
drugs (20 mg’s of D3 = 1,000,000 IU’s! )- See update #4 at the end of this book-before the
reader feedback. This of course assumes some sort of conspiratorial effort on the part of Big
Pharma to scare consumers away from taking D3 so they will instead buy Big Pharma’s
expensive drugs! More on this later.)ToxicitySoon after the discovery of Vitamin D, scientists also
discovered Vitamin D toxicity. The toxicity occurs because Vitamin D does not flush right through
your body like Vitamin C does, but rather it can accumulate in your fatty tissues, and if you get
WAY TOO MUCH Vitamin D stored up, you can have some problems. In the worst cases (which
are almost unknown) Vitamin D toxicity can promote heart disease, can “attack” the joints, cause
kidney damage, give you hypertension, and excess calcification here and there. Scary I bet you
say!By contrast Rickets/Vitamin D deficiency causes loss of calcium from the bones which then
enters the blood, which can also mess up your joints through arthritic calcification, and also
cause heart disease and an AMAZING amount of other bad things as you soon will see. So it
seems like you’re damned if you do and damned if you don’t! Trust me, however, when you are
done reading this e-book you will realize everyone has a level that is “just right” and odds are
probably 100 to 1 that your Vitamin D3 levels are on the way too low side for optimal health. You,
my friend, are almost 99% guaranteed to be Vitamin D3 deficient, if not by today’s standards,
then definitely by tomorrow’s.Well it turns out that Vitamin D toxicity was and is a very rare
occurrence and only occurred/s from a normal person ingesting super high amounts of Vitamin
D, like in the one million IU’s per day range- for months at a time, and when these over-ingesting
people stopped the massive doses they were accidentally taking, they basically returned to
normal but in some cases had reduced kidney function and increased blood pressure probably
due to calcification of the kidneys and arteries (likely from an induced Vitamin K2 deficiency). If
this sounds like a risk, you will soon learn that the risks of having too low Vitamin D3 levels are
many times worse for you!Vitamin D toxicity is said to have never occurred from too much sun
exposure. From one Doctor’s website… “The early cases of vitamin D toxicity that formed the
basis for safety concerns generally involved impurities in vitamin D production, the use of
synthetic vitamin D analogues, accidental use of extremely high doses, or individuals with
vitamin D hypersensitivity. For various reasons, vitamin D toxicity became an issue of
exaggerated concern, the extent of which is only now becoming evident. Looking back,
scientists now realize that vitamin D toxicity is rare and generally occurs from extremely high oral
intake, never from sunlight exposure.” (From-Nutrition & bone health Vitamin D: An old bone
builder takes on new importance. Dr. Susan E. Brown, PhD)I did a little research about vitamin D
toxicity and searched all the science journal articles on it since 1967 to present in the Pub Med
database and discovered that Vitamin D3 toxicity even at really high amounts almost never



occurs, and most of the articles describe super high doses people have taken without any
damage. The articles were published because the doctors were dumbfounded! The results they
saw contradicted everything they had learned about the evils of Vitamin D in med school. I also
discovered there might be a subset of about 5% of the population who are more sensitive to very
high Vitamin D doses than the rest of the population.The Importance of Vitamin K2 (Not
K1)However the new prevailing theory about vitamin D toxicity is that it is caused by the body’s
depletion of Vitamin K2 because higher doses of Vitamin D cause certain reactions in your body
that use up your Vitamin K2. So maybe the 5% are just extra deficient in Vitamin K2 and nothing
more. So just a little reminder here, if you decide to embark on a “dangerous” experiment of
Super-High Dose Vitamin D3, DEFINITELY make sure you take about two or three Vitamin K2
supplements every day as well. Keep in mind K1 cannot substitute for K2- K1 helps clot your
blood while K2 keeps the calcium in your bones and out of your blood and soft tissues.
Additionally there are 2 kinds of K2 : MK-4 from animal products, And MK-7 from bacteria.
Supposedly the MK-7 is the good stuff, much stronger and lasts longer and there is no toxicity
with K2 so take as much as you want! (I will add a caveat to this advice later.)Wait! Let me
emphasize this point one more time since I have been getting emails from people deciding to
take high dose D3 without taking vitamin K2. Do not take a lot of D3 unless you also take a lot of
vitamin K2. To do so would be foolish.I take 1 pill of the Vitamin K mix called “Super K” from
www.lef.org for each 10,000 IU’s of Vitamin D3 I take, it’s just a guess, but I have had no
problems over a one year period. Okay? Please do not take high doses of D3 unless you also
supplement with vitamin K2! The Super K pill I take with each 10,000 IU’s of D3 contains 1000
mcg of K1 (probably not needed), and 1000 mcg of K2 (of the mk4 type) and 200 mcg of K2 of
the mk7 type. If you want a really detailed education about the importance of vitamin K2 I highly
recommend the book “Vitamin K2 and the Calcium Paradox: How a Little-Known Vitamin Could
Save Your Life” – it is really fantastic and after you read this book you will know more than almost
any doctor on the subject. It is a major eye-opener!The main thing I remember from this book is
that modern diets cause widespread K2 deficiency, and the K2 is required to keep calcium in
your bones and out of your soft tissues. A widespread result of modern day K2 deficiency is that
children get cavities and require braces whereas animals and “uncivilized” peoples have perfect
teeth, do not get cavities, do not brush their teeth and do not require braces. “Bad teeth” are
caused by the jaw bone being too narrow due to lack of calcium deposition during development,
thus there are too many teeth for the stunted jawbone-all caused by a K2 deficient modern diet.
Crooked teeth and cavities are not natural and not normal in the uncivilized K2 –plentiful
world.Vitamin K2 is available in many health food stores and on the internet. If you are curious
about where I used to get my Vitamin D3 and K2 at retail, I got them from the Life Extension
Foundation where they have great quality and good enough prices. However, trust me, I am not
trying to sell their vitamins, I’ve taken others as well and they are usually fine. For your
convenience one of the readers of this book has set up a website known as that contains links
to the products discussed here. The website also has some free articles on Vitamin D3 and my



previously published journal reviews for free.If you want really cheap Vitamin D3 and K2 you can
get large amounts of high quality bulk powder from a company called Vitaspace where you can
get Vitamin K2 powder for $16 a gram which compares favorably with various retail brands that
cost as much as $6,200 a gram when they put them in capsules for you! Vitaspace normally
sells to vitamin companies who package their powder into pills. You can see all the Vitaspace
deals and instructions on how to contact them at .[Newsflash-It turns out that in rare instances
some people can be sensitive to too much Vitamin K2 , especially the MK-7 type. If you Google
Vitamin K2 and heart racing you will see what some have said. I thought about it and did some
research and realized that the symptoms of too much K2 are the same symptoms of a calcium
deficiency! Apparently taking too much Vitamin K2 for some people, gets so much calcium out
of their blood and soft tissues that calcium deficiency symptoms are induced. The symptoms
include heart palpitations and large changes in blood pressure. So just be aware of this possible
side effect and cut back your K2 and switch to the MK-4 type if you ever encounter these
problems. I have only had one person out of 100 describe this outcome and he was taking 25
mg = 25,000 mcg a day while the most I ever took was 10,000 mcg a day while taking 100,000
IU of D3. (Note-Vitaspace sells only the mk4 type of K2.)ToxicityI will add an interesting abstract
from Pub Med here that discusses the Vitamin K depletion idea of Vitamin D toxicity for your
convenience.You should read this!!-keep in mind the author does not distinguish between
vitamin K1 and K2-on further research I found that it is the K2 depletion caused by high doses of
D3 that can be dangerous.)4. The History of Vitamin D3Let me give you a several
paragraph history about Vitamin D3 that might get you interested in knowing more:Vitamin D has
been known to exist in some manner by mankind supposedly back to antiquity, but it wasn’t until
around 1650 that the first case of Vitamin D deficiency was described scientifically (called
Rickets). And it wasn’t until around 1920 that a scientist that experimented with dogs that were
raised 100% indoors and completely out of the sun, figured out that if you fed them a little cod
liver oil that they would not get Rickets. Rickets, it was found, could also be cured by exposure of
the dogs to sunlight. Later it was discovered that the active compound in cod liver oil was none
other than Vitamin D3!What is Rickets? It is a bone disease which ran rampant amongst the
European and US city populations back in the 1800’s and early 1900’s when everyone was
working indoors in factories and not getting enough sun. Kids with Rickets ended up with
stunted growth, bowed legs, and soft and weak bones while women would get deformations in
their pelvises so severe that they had to get C-sections to give birth. When adults got Rickets
they gave it a different name, osteomalacia, which roughly means “bone badness”.Because
something in cod liver oil cured a deficiency they called that substance “Vitamin D” because they
had only discovered Vitamins A, B and C before this new discovery. Little did they know that it
was not a vitamin at all, but actually a vital steroid hormone (technically a seco-steroid) that
seems to be essential to most life forms for good health. Vitamin D3 was found in cod liver oil,
(the cod make it too) but it can also be created by our own bodies when we sit in the sun and the
sun hits our unprotected skin. The same goes for dogs, cats, rats and most other forms of life.



Somehow the sun gets past their fur and causes them to make Vitamin D3 too. (Actually later I
learned that hairy mammals and birds secrete an oily substance onto their fur or feathers which
is very similar to Vitamin D2, the sun then hits it and converts it into D3, and these animals then
get their necessary D3 when they groom themselves and lick up the D3 which was converted by
the sun from the D2-like substance). Thus Vitamin D3 will be good for your dogs and cats and
other pets-just like it is for us! I can just imagine how Vitamin D3 (plus Vitamin K2-more on K2
later) should be able to help all those large breed dogs that seem so susceptible to arthritis. D3
supplementation from birth for your pets should also prevent them from becoming fat cats and
dogs.Well this was a major breakthrough! And scientists found that all that was needed to keep
one’s bones from going soft, or growth being retarded, or one’s pelvis from growing deformed
was a small dose of about 400 IU a day of Vitamin D (or just a little sunlight on your skin for a few
minutes). And until just last year when the “Institute of Medicine” raised the recommended dose
of D3 to 800 to 2000 IU a day, 400 IU was the recommended daily allowance of Vitamin D…Only
400 IU a day! – just enough to keep you from dying or suffering debilitating soft bone disease!
And until 2011, that is basically all we have been getting in our Multi Vitamins unless we go out
and sunbathe (without sun block).20 mg’s of Vitamin D in the 1920’s becomes 1,000,000 IU’s in
the 1930’sIU is just a standard drug measurement like an inch is to length…it stands for
International Units and means nothing more-later (after the first edition of this book) I learned
that supposedly IU’s were invented by Big Pharma to confuse the public to prevent them from
taking high dose Vitamin D3 instead of Big Pharma’s expensive drugs (20 mg’s of D3 =
1,000,000 IU’s! )- See update #4 at the end of this book-before the reader feedback. This of
course assumes some sort of conspiratorial effort on the part of Big Pharma to scare consumers
away from taking D3 so they will instead buy Big Pharma’s expensive drugs! More on this
later.)ToxicitySoon after the discovery of Vitamin D, scientists also discovered Vitamin D toxicity.
The toxicity occurs because Vitamin D does not flush right through your body like Vitamin C
does, but rather it can accumulate in your fatty tissues, and if you get WAY TOO MUCH Vitamin
D stored up, you can have some problems. In the worst cases (which are almost unknown)
Vitamin D toxicity can promote heart disease, can “attack” the joints, cause kidney damage, give
you hypertension, and excess calcification here and there. Scary I bet you say!By contrast
Rickets/Vitamin D deficiency causes loss of calcium from the bones which then enters the
blood, which can also mess up your joints through arthritic calcification, and also cause heart
disease and an AMAZING amount of other bad things as you soon will see. So it seems like
you’re damned if you do and damned if you don’t! Trust me, however, when you are done
reading this e-book you will realize everyone has a level that is “just right” and odds are probably
100 to 1 that your Vitamin D3 levels are on the way too low side for optimal health. You, my
friend, are almost 99% guaranteed to be Vitamin D3 deficient, if not by today’s standards, then
definitely by tomorrow’s.Well it turns out that Vitamin D toxicity was and is a very rare occurrence
and only occurred/s from a normal person ingesting super high amounts of Vitamin D, like in the
one million IU’s per day range- for months at a time, and when these over-ingesting people



stopped the massive doses they were accidentally taking, they basically returned to normal but
in some cases had reduced kidney function and increased blood pressure probably due to
calcification of the kidneys and arteries (likely from an induced Vitamin K2 deficiency). If this
sounds like a risk, you will soon learn that the risks of having too low Vitamin D3 levels are many
times worse for you!Vitamin D toxicity is said to have never occurred from too much sun
exposure. From one Doctor’s website… “The early cases of vitamin D toxicity that formed the
basis for safety concerns generally involved impurities in vitamin D production, the use of
synthetic vitamin D analogues, accidental use of extremely high doses, or individuals with
vitamin D hypersensitivity. For various reasons, vitamin D toxicity became an issue of
exaggerated concern, the extent of which is only now becoming evident. Looking back,
scientists now realize that vitamin D toxicity is rare and generally occurs from extremely high oral
intake, never from sunlight exposure.” (From-Nutrition & bone health Vitamin D: An old bone
builder takes on new importance. Dr. Susan E. Brown, PhD)I did a little research about vitamin D
toxicity and searched all the science journal articles on it since 1967 to present in the Pub Med
database and discovered that Vitamin D3 toxicity even at really high amounts almost never
occurs, and most of the articles describe super high doses people have taken without any
damage. The articles were published because the doctors were dumbfounded! The results they
saw contradicted everything they had learned about the evils of Vitamin D in med school. I also
discovered there might be a subset of about 5% of the population who are more sensitive to very
high Vitamin D doses than the rest of the population.The Importance of Vitamin K2 (Not
K1)However the new prevailing theory about vitamin D toxicity is that it is caused by the body’s
depletion of Vitamin K2 because higher doses of Vitamin D cause certain reactions in your body
that use up your Vitamin K2. So maybe the 5% are just extra deficient in Vitamin K2 and nothing
more. So just a little reminder here, if you decide to embark on a “dangerous” experiment of
Super-High Dose Vitamin D3, DEFINITELY make sure you take about two or three Vitamin K2
supplements every day as well. Keep in mind K1 cannot substitute for K2- K1 helps clot your
blood while K2 keeps the calcium in your bones and out of your blood and soft tissues.
Additionally there are 2 kinds of K2 : MK-4 from animal products, And MK-7 from bacteria.
Supposedly the MK-7 is the good stuff, much stronger and lasts longer and there is no toxicity
with K2 so take as much as you want! (I will add a caveat to this advice later.)Wait! Let me
emphasize this point one more time since I have been getting emails from people deciding to
take high dose D3 without taking vitamin K2. Do not take a lot of D3 unless you also take a lot of
vitamin K2. To do so would be foolish.I take 1 pill of the Vitamin K mix called “Super K” from
www.lef.org for each 10,000 IU’s of Vitamin D3 I take, it’s just a guess, but I have had no
problems over a one year period. Okay? Please do not take high doses of D3 unless you also
supplement with vitamin K2! The Super K pill I take with each 10,000 IU’s of D3 contains 1000
mcg of K1 (probably not needed), and 1000 mcg of K2 (of the mk4 type) and 200 mcg of K2 of
the mk7 type. If you want a really detailed education about the importance of vitamin K2 I highly
recommend the book “Vitamin K2 and the Calcium Paradox: How a Little-Known Vitamin Could



Save Your Life” – it is really fantastic and after you read this book you will know more than almost
any doctor on the subject. It is a major eye-opener!The main thing I remember from this book is
that modern diets cause widespread K2 deficiency, and the K2 is required to keep calcium in
your bones and out of your soft tissues. A widespread result of modern day K2 deficiency is that
children get cavities and require braces whereas animals and “uncivilized” peoples have perfect
teeth, do not get cavities, do not brush their teeth and do not require braces. “Bad teeth” are
caused by the jaw bone being too narrow due to lack of calcium deposition during development,
thus there are too many teeth for the stunted jawbone-all caused by a K2 deficient modern diet.
Crooked teeth and cavities are not natural and not normal in the uncivilized K2 –plentiful
world.Vitamin K2 is available in many health food stores and on the internet. If you are curious
about where I used to get my Vitamin D3 and K2 at retail, I got them from the Life Extension
Foundation where they have great quality and good enough prices. However, trust me, I am not
trying to sell their vitamins, I’ve taken others as well and they are usually fine. For your
convenience one of the readers of this book has set up a website known as that contains links
to the products discussed here. The website also has some free articles on Vitamin D3 and my
previously published journal reviews for free.If you want really cheap Vitamin D3 and K2 you can
get large amounts of high quality bulk powder from a company called Vitaspace where you can
get Vitamin K2 powder for $16 a gram which compares favorably with various retail brands that
cost as much as $6,200 a gram when they put them in capsules for you! Vitaspace normally
sells to vitamin companies who package their powder into pills. You can see all the Vitaspace
deals and instructions on how to contact them at .[Newsflash-It turns out that in rare instances
some people can be sensitive to too much Vitamin K2 , especially the MK-7 type. If you Google
Vitamin K2 and heart racing you will see what some have said. I thought about it and did some
research and realized that the symptoms of too much K2 are the same symptoms of a calcium
deficiency! Apparently taking too much Vitamin K2 for some people, gets so much calcium out
of their blood and soft tissues that calcium deficiency symptoms are induced. The symptoms
include heart palpitations and large changes in blood pressure. So just be aware of this possible
side effect and cut back your K2 and switch to the MK-4 type if you ever encounter these
problems. I have only had one person out of 100 describe this outcome and he was taking 25
mg = 25,000 mcg a day while the most I ever took was 10,000 mcg a day while taking 100,000
IU of D3. (Note-Vitaspace sells only the mk4 type of K2.)ToxicityI will add an interesting abstract
from Pub Med here that discusses the Vitamin K depletion idea of Vitamin D toxicity for your
convenience.You should read this!!-keep in mind the author does not distinguish between
vitamin K1 and K2-on further research I found that it is the K2 depletion caused by high doses of
D3 that can be dangerous.)5. Vitamin D toxicity Redefined: Vitamin K and the
Molecular Mechanism.Masterjohn C. Weston A. Price Foundation, 4200 Wisconsin Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20016, United States. ChrisMasterjohn@gmail.comMed Hypotheses.
2007;68(5):1026-34. Epub 2006 DecAbstractThe dose of vitamin D that some researchers
recommend as optimally therapeutic exceeds that officially recognized as safe by a factor of two;



it is therefore important to determine the precise mechanism by which excessive doses of
vitamin D exert toxicity so that physicians and other health care practitioners may understand
how to use optimally therapeutic doses of this vitamin without the risk of adverse effects.
Although the toxicity of vitamin D has conventionally been attributed to its induction of
hypercalcemia, animal studies show that the toxic endpoints observed in response to
hypervitaminosis D such as anorexia, lethargy, growth retardation, bone resorption, soft tissue
calcification, and death can be dissociated from the hypercalcemia that usually accompanies
them, demanding that an alternative explanation for the mechanism of vitamin D toxicity be
developed. The hypothesis presented in this paper proposes the novel understanding that
vitamin D exerts toxicity by inducing a deficiency of vitamin K. According to this model, vitamin D
increases the expression of proteins whose activation depends on vitamin K-mediated
carboxylation; as the demand for carboxylation increases, the pool of vitamin K is depleted.
Since vitamin K is essential to the nervous system and plays important roles in protecting
against bone loss and calcification of the peripheral soft tissues, its deficiency results in the
symptoms associated with hypervitaminosis D. This hypothesis is circumstantially supported by
the observation that animals deficient in vitamin K or vitamin K-dependent proteins exhibit
remarkable similarities to animals fed toxic doses of vitamin D, and the observation that vitamin
D and the vitamin K-inhibitor Warfarin have similar toxicity profiles and exert toxicity
synergistically when combined. The hypothesis further proposes that vitamin A protects against
the toxicity of vitamin D by decreasing the expression of vitamin K-dependent proteins and
thereby exerting a vitamin K-sparing effect. If animal experiments can confirm this hypothesis,
the models by which the maximum safe dose is determined would need to be revised.
Physicians and other health care practitioners would be able to treat patients with doses of
vitamin D that possess greater therapeutic value than those currently being used while avoiding
the risk of adverse effects by administering vitamin D together with vitamins A and K.End
Abstract.My comment: I would say you might skip the vitamin A –it only suppresses your need
for vitamin K2-that’s what I did with no harm so far- so rather than suppress the need for more
K2-just take more K2.5. Vitamin D toxicity Redefined: Vitamin K and the Molecular
Mechanism.Masterjohn C. Weston A. Price Foundation, 4200 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20016, United States. ChrisMasterjohn@gmail.comMed Hypotheses. 2007;68(5):1026-34.
Epub 2006 DecAbstractThe dose of vitamin D that some researchers recommend as optimally
therapeutic exceeds that officially recognized as safe by a factor of two; it is therefore important
to determine the precise mechanism by which excessive doses of vitamin D exert toxicity so that
physicians and other health care practitioners may understand how to use optimally therapeutic
doses of this vitamin without the risk of adverse effects. Although the toxicity of vitamin D has
conventionally been attributed to its induction of hypercalcemia, animal studies show that the
toxic endpoints observed in response to hypervitaminosis D such as anorexia, lethargy, growth
retardation, bone resorption, soft tissue calcification, and death can be dissociated from the
hypercalcemia that usually accompanies them, demanding that an alternative explanation for



the mechanism of vitamin D toxicity be developed. The hypothesis presented in this paper
proposes the novel understanding that vitamin D exerts toxicity by inducing a deficiency of
vitamin K. According to this model, vitamin D increases the expression of proteins whose
activation depends on vitamin K-mediated carboxylation; as the demand for carboxylation
increases, the pool of vitamin K is depleted. Since vitamin K is essential to the nervous system
and plays important roles in protecting against bone loss and calcification of the peripheral soft
tissues, its deficiency results in the symptoms associated with hypervitaminosis D. This
hypothesis is circumstantially supported by the observation that animals deficient in vitamin K or
vitamin K-dependent proteins exhibit remarkable similarities to animals fed toxic doses of
vitamin D, and the observation that vitamin D and the vitamin K-inhibitor Warfarin have similar
toxicity profiles and exert toxicity synergistically when combined. The hypothesis further
proposes that vitamin A protects against the toxicity of vitamin D by decreasing the expression
of vitamin K-dependent proteins and thereby exerting a vitamin K-sparing effect. If animal
experiments can confirm this hypothesis, the models by which the maximum safe dose is
determined would need to be revised. Physicians and other health care practitioners would be
able to treat patients with doses of vitamin D that possess greater therapeutic value than those
currently being used while avoiding the risk of adverse effects by administering vitamin D
together with vitamins A and K.End Abstract.My comment: I would say you might skip the
vitamin A –it only suppresses your need for vitamin K2-that’s what I did with no harm so far- so
rather than suppress the need for more K2-just take more K2.5. Vitamin D toxicity
Redefined: Vitamin K and the Molecular Mechanism.Masterjohn C. Weston A. Price Foundation,
4200 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20016, United States.
ChrisMasterjohn@gmail.comMed Hypotheses. 2007;68(5):1026-34. Epub 2006
DecAbstractThe dose of vitamin D that some researchers recommend as optimally therapeutic
exceeds that officially recognized as safe by a factor of two; it is therefore important to determine
the precise mechanism by which excessive doses of vitamin D exert toxicity so that physicians
and other health care practitioners may understand how to use optimally therapeutic doses of
this vitamin without the risk of adverse effects. Although the toxicity of vitamin D has
conventionally been attributed to its induction of hypercalcemia, animal studies show that the
toxic endpoints observed in response to hypervitaminosis D such as anorexia, lethargy, growth
retardation, bone resorption, soft tissue calcification, and death can be dissociated from the
hypercalcemia that usually accompanies them, demanding that an alternative explanation for
the mechanism of vitamin D toxicity be developed. The hypothesis presented in this paper
proposes the novel understanding that vitamin D exerts toxicity by inducing a deficiency of
vitamin K. According to this model, vitamin D increases the expression of proteins whose
activation depends on vitamin K-mediated carboxylation; as the demand for carboxylation
increases, the pool of vitamin K is depleted. Since vitamin K is essential to the nervous system
and plays important roles in protecting against bone loss and calcification of the peripheral soft
tissues, its deficiency results in the symptoms associated with hypervitaminosis D. This



hypothesis is circumstantially supported by the observation that animals deficient in vitamin K or
vitamin K-dependent proteins exhibit remarkable similarities to animals fed toxic doses of
vitamin D, and the observation that vitamin D and the vitamin K-inhibitor Warfarin have similar
toxicity profiles and exert toxicity synergistically when combined. The hypothesis further
proposes that vitamin A protects against the toxicity of vitamin D by decreasing the expression
of vitamin K-dependent proteins and thereby exerting a vitamin K-sparing effect. If animal
experiments can confirm this hypothesis, the models by which the maximum safe dose is
determined would need to be revised. Physicians and other health care practitioners would be
able to treat patients with doses of vitamin D that possess greater therapeutic value than those
currently being used while avoiding the risk of adverse effects by administering vitamin D
together with vitamins A and K.End Abstract.My comment: I would say you might skip the
vitamin A –it only suppresses your need for vitamin K2-that’s what I did with no harm so far- so
rather than suppress the need for more K2-just take more K2.6. MegadosingWhen I
told a third year Northwestern medical student that I was going to boost my dose of Vitamin D3
from 4,000 IU a day to 20,000 early in my experiment she thought I was EXTRA-CRAZY! and
warned me of all the dangers I might face from Vitamin D toxicity. My father, a retired Stanford-
educated MD, also told me I was “barking mad” and I was going to kill myself in short order! (By
the way I have now convinced my father, after the amazing results of my experiment, to take
7,000 IU every day (still too low I believe)). Anyway, if you mention any of this to a normal
medical doctor, he or she will highly encourage you not to take the risk. This fear of Vitamin D3 is
almost an involuntary reflex that has been ingrained in them from their first days of medical
school. You only have to get on the internet and read the writings of Dr. JJ Cannell who is head
of the US Vitamin D council, and his words will comfort you as he urges people to take 50,000 IU
a day for 3 days at the first sign of a cold. He also thinks the recent increase in the daily
allowance for Vitamin D3 from 400 IU to 800 - 2,000 IU a day approved by the US Government
sanctioned commission is a joke and almost criminal! He thinks 10,000 IU’s should be a good
daily dose for most. (I will suggest up to 3X more for someone of my weight (about 200 pounds))-
Note added later- I am now thinking after going up high on D3 for a year or so, you should start
testing your blood and take just enough to keep your blood levels around 90-100 ng/mL-almost
impossible to do without blood testing which you will soon see is cheap and easy and basically
painless.)If you are still worried about high dose vitamin D3, I will comfort you more later, but for
the mean time keep in mind and feel free to look up on the internet the 1966 case of a number of
pregnant women that wanted to prevent a genetic calcium problem in their babies to be born by
taking 100,000 IU a day of Vitamin D for the entire 9 month term of their pregnancies with no ill
effects, and completely healthy babies born to boot! (keep in mind this might have been the
weaker version of Vitamin D which is D2.)New information!: I recently received a fantastic email
from Mark Murphy! Here is an excerpt from his email-stuff I did not know!“I believe your doses of
D-3 could still be low. The toxicity of D-3 has been greatly exaggerated by Big Pharma and the
AMA. It has been researched for a very long time as you know. Evidence of this is the creation of



the international unit (to confuse the public) and the manufacture of three prescription drugs
Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol to fight cancer during the time when the benefits were being rapidly
discovered. Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol were simply 50,000 iu doses of vitamin D. If there is
money to be made, they will try and control us. Look at how much money they have made on the
cancer industry.During the Vitamin D debates during the late 1920's, our government
commissioned a nine year study by the University of Illinois, Chicago Medical College on toxicity
levels of vitamin D. It is referred to generically as the "Streck Report" of 1937. This study involved
63 dogs and 773 humans. They reported: "There were no deaths among the 773 human
subjects whose doses routinely given ranged upward from 200,000 IUs total daily dose for
periods ranging from seven days to five years." Also, "One of the authors took 3,000,000 IUs
total daily for fifteen days without any evidence of disturbance of any kind.""Further Studies on
Intoxication With Vitamin D" -- I. E. Streck, M.D., H. Deutsch A.B., C. I. Reed, PhD., College of
Medicine, University of Illinois, Chicago. Annuals of Internal Medicine, vol 10, no. 7, Jan.
1937” (Keep in mind they used Vitamin D2 which is 1/4th to 1/16th as potent as Vitamin D3).My
“Dangerous” ExperimentOkay, now that we have the history of Vitamin D and it’s so called
“dangers” sufficiently out of the way for now, let’s get down to what you really want to know. What
was so miraculous about my self-experiment with ultra-high doses of Vitamin D3? Well, let me
get you “hooked” on reading the rest of this book right now:I at the time of this first writing am 51,
but around age 27 I started accumulating injuries and things that just would not heal. Nothing
major, but just those nagging things that doctors don’t think are serious enough to fix or don’t
know how to fix, but things that you would like to get fixed nonetheless. At age 27 I didn’t realize
at the time that the nagging health problems I was and would be accumulating were all likely
related. (Oh and later I will tell you about all the other related problems I had as a kid like asthma,
ADHD, and scleroderma, as well as the problems of my mother like rheumatoid arthritis,
depression, varicose veins, chronic fatigue syndrome, knee replacement surgery, miscarriages
and others that were all likely caused by or allowed to occur due to Vitamin D3 deficiency).6.
MegadosingWhen I told a third year Northwestern medical student that I was going to
boost my dose of Vitamin D3 from 4,000 IU a day to 20,000 early in my experiment she thought I
was EXTRA-CRAZY! and warned me of all the dangers I might face from Vitamin D toxicity. My
father, a retired Stanford-educated MD, also told me I was “barking mad” and I was going to kill
myself in short order! (By the way I have now convinced my father, after the amazing results of
my experiment, to take 7,000 IU every day (still too low I believe)). Anyway, if you mention any of
this to a normal medical doctor, he or she will highly encourage you not to take the risk. This fear
of Vitamin D3 is almost an involuntary reflex that has been ingrained in them from their first days
of medical school. You only have to get on the internet and read the writings of Dr. JJ Cannell
who is head of the US Vitamin D council, and his words will comfort you as he urges people to
take 50,000 IU a day for 3 days at the first sign of a cold. He also thinks the recent increase in
the daily allowance for Vitamin D3 from 400 IU to 800 - 2,000 IU a day approved by the US
Government sanctioned commission is a joke and almost criminal! He thinks 10,000 IU’s should



be a good daily dose for most. (I will suggest up to 3X more for someone of my weight (about
200 pounds))-Note added later- I am now thinking after going up high on D3 for a year or so, you
should start testing your blood and take just enough to keep your blood levels around 90-100 ng/
mL-almost impossible to do without blood testing which you will soon see is cheap and easy and
basically painless.)If you are still worried about high dose vitamin D3, I will comfort you more
later, but for the mean time keep in mind and feel free to look up on the internet the 1966 case of
a number of pregnant women that wanted to prevent a genetic calcium problem in their babies to
be born by taking 100,000 IU a day of Vitamin D for the entire 9 month term of their pregnancies
with no ill effects, and completely healthy babies born to boot! (keep in mind this might have
been the weaker version of Vitamin D which is D2.)New information!: I recently received a
fantastic email from Mark Murphy! Here is an excerpt from his email-stuff I did not know!“I
believe your doses of D-3 could still be low. The toxicity of D-3 has been greatly exaggerated by
Big Pharma and the AMA. It has been researched for a very long time as you know. Evidence of
this is the creation of the international unit (to confuse the public) and the manufacture of three
prescription drugs Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol to fight cancer during the time when the benefits
were being rapidly discovered. Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol were simply 50,000 iu doses of
vitamin D. If there is money to be made, they will try and control us. Look at how much money
they have made on the cancer industry.During the Vitamin D debates during the late 1920's, our
government commissioned a nine year study by the University of Illinois, Chicago Medical
College on toxicity levels of vitamin D. It is referred to generically as the "Streck Report" of 1937.
This study involved 63 dogs and 773 humans. They reported: "There were no deaths among the
773 human subjects whose doses routinely given ranged upward from 200,000 IUs total daily
dose for periods ranging from seven days to five years." Also, "One of the authors took
3,000,000 IUs total daily for fifteen days without any evidence of disturbance of any
kind.""Further Studies on Intoxication With Vitamin D" -- I. E. Streck, M.D., H. Deutsch A.B., C. I.
Reed, PhD., College of Medicine, University of Illinois, Chicago. Annuals of Internal Medicine,
vol 10, no. 7, Jan. 1937” (Keep in mind they used Vitamin D2 which is 1/4th to 1/16th as potent
as Vitamin D3).My “Dangerous” ExperimentOkay, now that we have the history of Vitamin D and
it’s so called “dangers” sufficiently out of the way for now, let’s get down to what you really want
to know. What was so miraculous about my self-experiment with ultra-high doses of Vitamin D3?
Well, let me get you “hooked” on reading the rest of this book right now:I at the time of this first
writing am 51, but around age 27 I started accumulating injuries and things that just would not
heal. Nothing major, but just those nagging things that doctors don’t think are serious enough to
fix or don’t know how to fix, but things that you would like to get fixed nonetheless. At age 27 I
didn’t realize at the time that the nagging health problems I was and would be accumulating
were all likely related. (Oh and later I will tell you about all the other related problems I had as a
kid like asthma, ADHD, and scleroderma, as well as the problems of my mother like rheumatoid
arthritis, depression, varicose veins, chronic fatigue syndrome, knee replacement surgery,
miscarriages and others that were all likely caused by or allowed to occur due to Vitamin D3



deficiency).6. MegadosingWhen I told a third year Northwestern medical student
that I was going to boost my dose of Vitamin D3 from 4,000 IU a day to 20,000 early in my
experiment she thought I was EXTRA-CRAZY! and warned me of all the dangers I might face
from Vitamin D toxicity. My father, a retired Stanford-educated MD, also told me I was “barking
mad” and I was going to kill myself in short order! (By the way I have now convinced my father,
after the amazing results of my experiment, to take 7,000 IU every day (still too low I believe)).
Anyway, if you mention any of this to a normal medical doctor, he or she will highly encourage
you not to take the risk. This fear of Vitamin D3 is almost an involuntary reflex that has been
ingrained in them from their first days of medical school. You only have to get on the internet and
read the writings of Dr. JJ Cannell who is head of the US Vitamin D council, and his words will
comfort you as he urges people to take 50,000 IU a day for 3 days at the first sign of a cold. He
also thinks the recent increase in the daily allowance for Vitamin D3 from 400 IU to 800 - 2,000
IU a day approved by the US Government sanctioned commission is a joke and almost criminal!
He thinks 10,000 IU’s should be a good daily dose for most. (I will suggest up to 3X more for
someone of my weight (about 200 pounds))-Note added later- I am now thinking after going up
high on D3 for a year or so, you should start testing your blood and take just enough to keep your
blood levels around 90-100 ng/mL-almost impossible to do without blood testing which you will
soon see is cheap and easy and basically painless.)If you are still worried about high dose
vitamin D3, I will comfort you more later, but for the mean time keep in mind and feel free to look
up on the internet the 1966 case of a number of pregnant women that wanted to prevent a
genetic calcium problem in their babies to be born by taking 100,000 IU a day of Vitamin D for
the entire 9 month term of their pregnancies with no ill effects, and completely healthy babies
born to boot! (keep in mind this might have been the weaker version of Vitamin D which is
D2.)New information!: I recently received a fantastic email from Mark Murphy! Here is an excerpt
from his email-stuff I did not know!“I believe your doses of D-3 could still be low. The toxicity of
D-3 has been greatly exaggerated by Big Pharma and the AMA. It has been researched for a
very long time as you know. Evidence of this is the creation of the international unit (to confuse
the public) and the manufacture of three prescription drugs Dalsol, Deltalin and Drisdol to fight
cancer during the time when the benefits were being rapidly discovered. Dalsol, Deltalin and
Drisdol were simply 50,000 iu doses of vitamin D. If there is money to be made, they will try and
control us. Look at how much money they have made on the cancer industry.During the Vitamin
D debates during the late 1920's, our government commissioned a nine year study by the
University of Illinois, Chicago Medical College on toxicity levels of vitamin D. It is referred to
generically as the "Streck Report" of 1937. This study involved 63 dogs and 773 humans. They
reported: "There were no deaths among the 773 human subjects whose doses routinely given
ranged upward from 200,000 IUs total daily dose for periods ranging from seven days to five
years." Also, "One of the authors took 3,000,000 IUs total daily for fifteen days without any
evidence of disturbance of any kind.""Further Studies on Intoxication With Vitamin D" -- I. E.
Streck, M.D., H. Deutsch A.B., C. I. Reed, PhD., College of Medicine, University of Illinois,



Chicago. Annuals of Internal Medicine, vol 10, no. 7, Jan. 1937” (Keep in mind they used Vitamin
D2 which is 1/4th to 1/16th as potent as Vitamin D3).My “Dangerous” ExperimentOkay, now that
we have the history of Vitamin D and it’s so called “dangers” sufficiently out of the way for now,
let’s get down to what you really want to know. What was so miraculous about my self-
experiment with ultra-high doses of Vitamin D3? Well, let me get you “hooked” on reading the
rest of this book right now:I at the time of this first writing am 51, but around age 27 I started
accumulating injuries and things that just would not heal. Nothing major, but just those nagging
things that doctors don’t think are serious enough to fix or don’t know how to fix, but things that
you would like to get fixed nonetheless. At age 27 I didn’t realize at the time that the nagging
health problems I was and would be accumulating were all likely related. (Oh and later I will tell
you about all the other related problems I had as a kid like asthma, ADHD, and scleroderma, as
well as the problems of my mother like rheumatoid arthritis, depression, varicose veins, chronic
fatigue syndrome, knee replacement surgery, miscarriages and others that were all likely caused
by or allowed to occur due to Vitamin D3 deficiency).

Power of Vitamin D: A Vitamin D Book That Contains The Most Scientific, Useful And Practical
Information About Vitamin D - Hormone D Magnesium: What Your Doctor Needs You To Know:
Including: How to Fight Diabetes, Have a Healthy Heart, and Get Strong Bones! Vitamin K2: The
Missing Nutrient for Heart and Bone Health Multiple Sclerosis and (lots of) Vitamin D: My Eight-
Year Treatment with The Coimbra Protocol for Autoimmune Diseases

http://dl.neutronbyte.com/pdf-file/18oYWaTP/e/GERQ/KqPw/RMPxM/THE-MIRACULOUS-RESULTS-OF-EXTREMELY-HIGH-DOSES-OF-THE-SUNSHINE-HORMONE-VITAMIN-D3-MY-EXPERIMENT-WITH-HUGE-DOSES-OF-D3-FROM-25-000-to-50-000-to-100-000-IU-A-Day-OVER-A-1-YEAR-PERIOD


tnative, “Be your own advocate for your health. UPDATE 5/13/17 - back to my energy like I was in
2005. (That's not a typo, I do mean 2005 and not 2015.) Drinking one cup of coffee in the
morning, not 4 cups throughout the day. However, I am going to switch to decaf as I love the
flavor, and sometimes like second cup simply for the flavor craving. I used to always have a cup
of decaf in the evenings after work. I love the flavor, don't want to be kept awake past bedtime!
My big left toenail is growing back to normal. What took it 9 months of damaged growth has
taken 5 weeks of megadosing to grow 1/3 in already. In fact, the D3/K2 combo are both helping
my nails grow so fast. I don't get my D-levels checked until July (after 12 weeks of D2 therapy at
50,000, was what I was supposed to do.) I have energy in the evenings to go out and do yard
work after I am off work. I have less appetite now as well. I am down to 30,000 iu per day. I may
eventually lower this in the future, or stick with this amount. Bottom line, megadoing worked to
help me achieve in 2-3 weeks (5 mile hike in 2 weeks, less coffee in 3 weeks) what was
supposed to be 12 weeks and then a follow-up. I've felt no ill effects from megadosing. I kept a
journal, listened to my body, and reduced the D3 from 100K to 30K when I had felt 100%
whole.ORIGINAL REVIEW:I'm megadosing. More on that. Excellent read. Highly recommended
if you trust your own instinct to bring healing to your body. Jeff jam-packs this book with
research. I don't mind what others considered "disorganized" writing. I do research and writing
all my life. So Jeff's writing makes a lot of sense to me. Seeing updated notes in his "research
journal" is what true research looks like. You get to see his updates so you know he did his
research. I prefer to see his 'a-ha!" moments so I can understand his journey. The book does
flow like a conversation with a friend who is excited to share a great healing secret. Nice
refreshers with his updates that have encouraged me to keep my own journal as I recover from
level 16 of Vitamin D deficiency. I'm already having my own 'a-ha!' moments and not even two
weeks in. I am using Vitamin K-2 (both K2-MK4 and K2-MK7) and magnesium. With my daily
journal, I saw how I got worse before I got better - but just for a few days. I was daily doing at
30,000 or 20,000 and I even skipped a day. My body became more sluggish and I had
uncontrollable nap crashes - the same symptoms I had prior to seeking help. (Weight gain, too.)
By the 6th day of taking D3, I had my K2 and magnesium to add. In the next seven days, I only
had one nap crash, which I think was related to when I take the K2. Still figuring that one out in
my daily journal.) I have some weakness later in the evenings, but my body is already doing
great in the mornings. After skipping my dose five days in, I went to 30K, then 50K, then 70K,
and then decided to go at 100K for a few weeks before lowering it down. I have no side effects.
The one side effect that I did, I learned from my journal it was too much magnesium. My colon
cleared itself out the next morning, no stomach pains, just an inadvertent colon cleansing. I cut
back on my magnesium, problem solved. I'm two weeks in today with megadosing. Just skipped
one day of dosing five days in, and reading my journal, that was my worst day for naps and
fatigue.I also have 50% bone loss in my teeth, but no cavities since 1992 and only one root



canal. Well, I can't wait to tell my dentists about the cause of this, having teeth of a 70-year old
when I am in my low 40s. It'd be interesting to see if some of this repairs itself over the years. No
worries if not, as I know the Vitamin D will stop it from getting worse. My left large toe nail has
been twice removed. Not a fungus - it tested negative for that. It grows, dies off, then new growth
pushes it, but it stops growing and I never have to trim this nail. Podiatrist stumped over the
cause for second growth. First growth pattern was from an old injury. Second growth pattern
same as the first, which confused him and he said my toe nail had a trauma to it again to kill it at
the root and make a new one grow. Will - after two removals, he said if it grew back a third time
like that, he'd have to remove it and burn off the roots so it never grew back again. Two weeks
today on megadosing, and this ugly toe nail is looking better, healthier. I'll keep watching to see
what happens. But I want to say, megadosing appears to very well be a preventative technique
so I can keep my toe nail, and not lose it forever.So far, megadosing is helping me get my life
back! You can see from my other reviews, I am one who loves to be physically active. Just check
out my review of my bowflex for proof! I should have one of a speed bag wall mount as well. For
someone who is anti-couch potato for her personal lifestyle, megadosing is helping me get my
life back, sooner. I will cut back my daily dosing. I choose to megadose because it's late April, in
the best time of year is starting to be having fun with my dogs outdoors - and now I have the
energy! I was not going to waste another 3-6 months of my life to get better and a slow overly-
cautious pace.You will do yourself a favor to read a few other books on Vitamin D. Not to
eliminate megadosing. Read up about it to learn how important Vitamin D is as the cure for some
many things! It even helps depression. I have no interest in seeing people take mental drugs for
depression when the sunshine gives us the natural cure, or doing on D3 (10,000/day is safe if
you just to that.) For others, with more serious illnesses, megadosing on 50,000/day is safe for
2-4 weeks. Just read up on the reviews of some of the D3 supplements offering 50,000, or the
liquid form. Your life is worth it. Please - keep a journal! It's an individual healing method, so you
have to tailor it for yourself. Educate yourself on a few books for a better well-rounded
understanding. Your example might save someone else from getting ill for a lack of Vitamin D. Do
incorporate K2 and magnesium. Very important. I'm reading books on that as well, but have
learned of the importance from Jeff's book and from joining an online forum (not about Jeff's
book) with other members who had the deficiency, or use newbies who have it, and share
stories of how we got better, and share valuable information of what to do.Note - so far, no bone
aches and pain from healing with megadosing - but for this. Extremely sore forearms the first 10
days. I used to have carpal tunnel-like pains, never diagnosed, but maybe the Vitamin D targeted
that area, my third toe nail growing back, and my daily bouts with major fatigue. I will update as
time goes on.Be your own advocate for your health. Listen to your body as you do. Keep that
journal. It's the best way to gauge your own healing. Read the testimonials here, and you'll see
Jeff is on to something!”

rick mowat, “Should be required reading g at all schools starting in middle school!. I've been



aware of the benefits of vitamin D3 for quite some time. Just not the specifics that Jeff gets into.
Truly revelatory stuff in this excellent and very well researched book. I'm especially impressed
with the research and theories about why so many diseases and ailments and obesity rose to
such high levels beginning in the early 80s and I concur it seems very likely it's related to lack of
sun and sun blocks. Read this immediately and improve your life quickly!”

Gert Bo Thorgersen, “FDA + Drug firms ruins our health by warning against vitamin D3, for then
by drugs earn billions. When I started reading in the book then I realized that it’s the vitamin D3
which has cured my backpain.After since 2015 reading many hundreds of doctor and health
books then a month ago, I read Robert R. Barefoot: “Barefoot on Vitamin D. The Cancer
Inhibitor”, and then from USA ordered bigger vitamin D3 pills than the only 1,000 IU which we
only can get here in Ching Mai. As the next book I then read the Jacob MD, Lawrence MD, PhD,
Zucker: “The Miracle of MSM”, methylsulfonylmethane, still searching after help again
osteoporosis and constant back pain during 14 years, and then ordered MSM pills from USA,
which not yet received. But then I discovered Jeffs book between my 800 health books, and then
when starting to read it, it solved speculation about why my backpain in a week had
disappeared, that it was the result of daily, after Barefoot’s book getting 5,000 IU of vitamin D3;
Barefoot dos not mention much about pain. And after this discovering, in Jeff’s book, I then
changed to 15,000 IU a day, hoping that my “not existing” nerve pain in the right arm also will
disappear.So, by reading “Vitamin D3 Miracle”, first I discovered that I had not needed to buy the
MSM pills, but instead just increasing the daily amount of the vitamin D3. Furthermore, I also
discovered that neither do I need longer to take testosterone pills, as the D3 actually in the body
is connected in building the testosterone. And I realized that by the blood measure a year ago,
the testosterone, before started to take it as pills, showed fine for the, that this must bee the
result of during at least 10 years daily taking 1,000 IU of D3, and eating much fruits.As
mentioned in some of the emails in the Testimonials chapter, Jeff writes with the speed of 150
mph, resulting in not perfect system in the book, and besides in the we also get some rewritings,
book, but doesn’t matter, what we learn in a book is most important.And in the book, it was
interesting, after having read Barefoot’s book, again to read about the 9-year vitamin D research
which finished in 1937, and after this, with dead dogs, but healthy research persons, how FDA,
drug industry, and AMA, warned against the vitamin D, and called it toxic if more than 400 IU.
And how the drug industry then started selling healthy pills with only 1.25 mg of vitamin D;
actually 50,000 IU. And after this we see how FDA and the drug industry until now have
continued in trying from persons taking the right to just walk into a drugstore and buy vitamins
and minerals. In Barefoot’s book we se newspaper headlines from the 1920s telling the same
about FDA, drug industry, and AMA.And it’s awful to read about how it’s going on in Germany,
and what WHO are trying to do, the WHO in which 90% of the health experts work for, or are
connected to the drug industry. And then I recalled how cheep pills and drugs were in the
Eastern Germany and other communist countries.I highly hope that books like these here



mentioned, and the Internet will result in a future with free vitamins and minerals, and not
allowing the drug firm to patent and sell drugs to prices up to as high at 5,000 times the
production prizes; as shown in Barefoot’s book.And after reading Jeff’s book I have ordered a
copy of the mentioned by written by Barefoot: “The Disease Conspiracy-The FDA Suppression
of Cures”.”

Abdullah, “Exceptional medic information. Life saving information which I am eternally grateful
for. Please give this book a read and put the advice into action!!!”

Mrs. Adelheid Sharpe, “I ordered this book recommended by a friend as I suffer from RA and .... I
ordered this book recommended by a friend as I suffer from RA and am trying to find some
natural way of dealing with this health issue. When I started reading the book, I could not put it
down and read it within a few days. Absolutely fascinating and a true eye opener indeed,
especially as I am quite knowledgeable when it comes to "Mother Nature's" health benefits. I
immediately embarked on an experiment with a high dose of D-3 and Super K. After only one
week, my jaw click vanished, just amazing. I am on day 14 now, increased the dose to 70.000 iu
plus 7 Super K and I already find a vast improvement of the neck and head pain which had me in
more tears than I can remember before starting this experiment. Overall the pain in other parts of
my body have also decreased. Not only have I stopped taking any pain medication, I also can
already move my head more freely with only a little discomfort, just awesome! Cannot thank Jeff
enough for studying this subject and letting the world know about it. Thank you so much”

Rexall, “Jeff is a maverick who is onto something.. This guy, Jeff T. Bowles is an intelligent
independent researcher who can think outside the box. He has found connections between
various research papers that point to the fact that vitamin D3 is seriously under-valued and mis-
understood by the "traditional" (i.e. lame) medical community who are too busy making money
pushing toxic drugs to step back and look at human nature. Although this book is very poorly
written and had no apparent editor, much of the information here is also on his website. If you
have health issues, read this book and see if what he says 'fits' for you. Oh, and don't forget your
Vitamin K2 mk4 and mk7.  Good luck!”

Maryam Hampshire, “It works. I'm half way through reading, so bear that in mind when reading
my review. I like the book. The author writes it semi- salesman/scientist. He makes a good case. I
did find him still slightly hooked to allopathic medicine, however. Despite this, he was able to
make credible links, and join the dots where allopathic medicine refuses. It got really exciting
when he started discussing vitamin k2, and almost made the link between offsetting hibernation
syndrome with high cholesterol foods, but he didn't quite make it, due to the misnomer that red
meat in large quantities is not good for you. That'll be the misguided allopathic medicine for you.
Anyway, truth is, I'm trying his high vit d3. I'm on 30,000 IU. I'm also consuming red meats, grass



fed raw butter and raw milk. My neck and shoulders have stopped hurting. I don't wake up with
hip or back pain anymore, or that feeling of lactic acid build-up in the back of my calves. I was
able to do yoga yesterday, for the first time in 3 years. My shoulder injury barely noticeable. And
my energy levels were off the charts, and for the first time ever, I feel warm. Normally, I'm frozen
constantly and all I want to do is sleep. Since upping my vit d3, I've been glowing like the sun,
and bouncing off the walls.”

D. Zoll, “slowly slowly. I bought this title for inlaw's of one shape or another without reading it.
Apparently it makes no mention of increasing your magnesium level for your body to be better
able to cope with stack of vitD that it recommends.I'm on month 2 at 60,000 iu of vit d and my
blood levels of calcium haven't gone stupid which is good.It hasn't healed my ms yet but ms has
been hanging around for over two decades.I'm not expecting stuff to be changing in a hurry”

Terry Dunn, “This book has such an important message. It needs some copy writing, and Jeff
repeats himself a few times, but I still think it deserves five stars. The information it contains is
priceless. Like the author I experiment in order to find solutions to my health problems. After
fixing my lungs in 2020, I had a new challenge in 2021 - my heart. As 2022 dawns, I am on the
mend. My heart is healing. But I want to boost the process so I am looking at vitamin D. Jeff
makes a compelling case for winter syndrome and it brings clarity to so many things that's
happened in my body, that I couldn't explain. Although I currently take 1000 IU a day, it's not
enough, so I have ordered a blood test and plan to boost my daily intake gradually. We need
more books like this one.”

The book by Jeff T Bowles has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,066 people have provided feedback.
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